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SECTION 1 .O INTRODUCTION 

Cinnabar Peak Mines Ltd. began investigation of its Peace River 

Coal Properties with a small drilling program in 1969 shortly after their acquisition. 

Work including the gathering of geological information, sampling coal seams, 

trenching, and drilling, continued in 1971 and 1972. Accounts of the 1969, 

1971, and 1972 explorations including a compilation of all available pertinent 

geological and related information are given in the reports listed in Section 8.0 

References. This information is not repeated herein. In 1973 the work included 

preparing access to additional sites and the drill sites themselves, drilling and 

Iogging three holes, searching for coal seams by bulldozer trenching, and 

obtaining engineering data on the feasibility of mining coal on the properties. 

Field work commenced on July 2 and ended on October 9, 1973 with 

a crew of a geologist, G .A. Check1 in, tind assistant,supplemented from August 

5 to 12 by a mining engineer, ‘F.A. Haslett, and assistant. Accommodation was 

rented i.n Hudson Hope, and transportation was prdvided by a rented 4 x 4 pick-up 

truck. D6, D7 and D8 bulldozers were used as convenient and available. A - 

Longyear drill rig capable of cutting NQ core was used for the drilling. 

This report presents the geological and engineering data obtained’during 

the 1973 exploration. Section’3.0 was prepared by G.A. Haslett; Sections 4.0 to 

6.0 were prepared by G.A. Checklin and L.B. Halferdahl. In Fig. 1.3 holes 

drilled by the British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority are numbered 58-l to 

58-6; those drilled by Cinnabar Peak Mines Ltd. in 1969 are numbered 69-l to 

69-3; and those drilled by Cinnabar Peak Mines Ltd. in 1972 and 1973 are 

numbered 72-l to 72-4 and 73-4A to 73-6. Elsewhere throughout this report 

the prefixes 72 and 73 have been omitted from the holes drilled in 1972 and 1973. 

Throughout this report unless otherwise stated the thicknesses of coal seams 

represent the total stratigraphic thicknesses including partings from the bottom of 

the lowest coal to the top of the highest c\oal; where appropriate the total strati- 

graphic thicknesses of coal omitting partings are also stated. 
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SECTION 2.0 SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

2 .l Summary 

The exposures of the Gething Formation in the Peace River Canyon: at 

the tail race of the Bennett Dam, at the Aylard Mine, at Contact Point, at Coal- 

bed Creek, and at Johnson Creek, indicate a regular sequential deposition of 

coal, shale, sandstone, and then seat earth to coal in upward succession with the 

absence of profound disturbances since the time of deposition. Sandstone appears 

from the examination of all available sections to be the predominant rock member 

of the Gething Formation. Glacial erosion yt the top of the Gething Formation 

is visible in parts of Johnson Creek and hadalready been confirmed in 1972 by 

drilling and seismic studies. The main cleavage patterns in the exposed coals have 

azimuths from 349’ to 354’ and most frequently of 351’. A similar regularity of 

azimuth between 266’ and 273’ is apparent in the secondary cleavage . The coal 

seams examined, both at the top of the Gething Formation as at Contact Point, and 

nearer the bottom as at King Gething No. 3 and Aylard Mines, exhibit hardness 

and little oxidation even where they have been exposed to the atmosphere for a 

number of years. The seams examined in the trenches on the south slope of Mount 

Johnson indicate that a total thickness of approximately 41 feet of coal is present 

in a &IO-foot vertical succession of strata, in the middle part of the Gething 

Formation. 

Three drill holes totaIling 1140 feet were drilled, partly cored, and 

logged. Three new trenche; were excavated. The Superior Seam is now known 

to range from 16 to 37 feet below the Moosebar-Gething contact. The Trojan 

Seam ranges up to 104 feet thick with 10 feet of coal and appears to thicken and 

contain more coal towards the south where the dip apparently decreases. The 

Mogul Seam ranges up to 5ff feet thick in one drill hole and has been correlated 

with seams in trenches excavated in 1971 on the south slope of Mount Johnson. 

A group of coal seams 65 to 70 feet above the Mogul S&am, an unnamed seam 

about 40 feet below the Mogul Seam, and the Castle Point Seam have been 
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similarly correlated. 

Analyses indicate that coal from the Trojan Seam contains very low ash 

and low sulfur, has coking properties, and is likely to have a yield of 75 per cent. 

Washability curves flatten at specific gravities above 1.50, showing that the coal 

can be readily processed. Analyses indicate that the Mogul Seam and the seam 

about 40 feet below the Mogul Seam can be expected to contain excellent thermal 

coal. Coal from the Castle Point Seam appears to have coking properties, but to 

contain more than one per cent sulfur. 

Mineable reserves in the Trojan Seam in a small part of the property to a 

depth of 1500 feet are estimated at 23.8 million long tons. Mineable reserves in 

the Mogul Seam and the seam about 40 feet below the Mogul Seam in the same part of 

the property to a depth of 1500 feet are estimated at 24.5 million long tons. Large 

additional reserves are mineable in these and other seams on the property, but 

information from drilling and about the economic depth of mining is not sufficient 

to permit reliable estimates of their size. 

2.2 Recommendations 

From the estimates of mineable reserves, the expectation of favorable 

mining conditions, and. the high quality of the coal, the continuation of an 

exploration program is justified and recommended. This program will be directed 

to obtaining data for the establishment of an open-pit mine on and near the southern 

slopes of Mount Johnson and extending to the northwest. It will involve additional 

drilling and the driving of exploratory and sampling adits at suitable seam out- 

crops. A further drilling program is recommended’ to establish the continuity of 

the seams down slope southwest of Mount Johnson For a projected underground 

mine. 
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SECTION 3 .O PRELIMINARY FEASIBILITY STUDY 

A field study was made of all available outcrops and exposures 

within the Peace River Canyon Properties of Cinnabar Peak Mines Ltd. and on 

some adjacent properties. A visit was also made to the Sukunka Mine of Brascan 

Resources Ltd. and associated companies, some 37 miles south of Chetwynd. The 

purpose of the study was 

i)’ To examine the structure of the deposits to acquire preliminary 

engineering data for feasibility studies for one or more mines 

within the property, 

ii) To advise on the spotting of drill holes to locate structures 

present for an open pit mine or mines, and structures present 

for an underground mine or mines. 

Mines and sections are presented generally in the sequence from 

bottom to top of the Gething Formation. The seam sections and inclinations 

given are subject to correction. Those taken.on the surface exposures could be 

affected by embankment slump and drift; underground sections could be affected 

by distortion through extrusion of the seam floor on the exposed flanks of the seam. 

3.1 Aylard Mine 

The mine consisted of four odits.driven in a northerly direction along 

the strike of the seam. A section of the Grant Seam in which this mine was worked 

is shown in Fig. 3.1 .l . 

The adits were driven within 12O off parallel to the main cleavage 

pattern of the coal. The two westerly adits are blind. The two easterly adits 

are connected by a crosscut. An attempt appears to have been made to connect 

the crosscut back to the blind adits but this was abandoned. Evidence of large 

powder hole pockets was present in the westerly adit. This odit suggests that those 

who mined it had great difficulty in breaking the coal despite the small angle of 

the line of the adit to the main cleavage. The coal in this seam appears, there- 

fore, to be of a hard nature. Pillars left for support would generate a fairly high 

HALFERD/IHL P ASSOCII\TE5 LTD. 
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stress value to yield. There is a possibility that underground room-and-pillar 

mining could operate successfully in this seam down to WOO-foot depths of 

cover. Although 1000 feet is an arbitrary figure usually given as the limit of 

depth of cover for this type of underground mining, workings at greater 

depths of cover have in some places been successfully undertaken with room- 

and-pillar systems. 

The coal seam varies in height from 5’3” to 5’73’. The seam is 

overlain by a roof of 11” of mudstone character and then by 5’1” of shales. 

Above this are sandstones to the visible height of the canyon walls. The total 

section represents a normal sequence of deposition for stable coal measures. The 

immediate roof appears to be of a weak nature but has nevertheless stood mostly 

unsupported for more than 40 years. A roof fall has occurred in the crosscut 

between the easterly adits. This fall is a probable result of oxidation in the 

shales due to prolonged atmospheric exposure,and weathering rather than to any 

other factor. The roofs of the ddits suggest that a narrow entry pattern, approxi- 

mately 12 feet wide, would be desirable to maintain unbroken roofs in these 

entries if a working mine were to be re-opened. 

The seam floor was hard and could not be broken up by pick to reveal 

its character. Tri-axial compressive tests would probably confirm that such a 

floor would accept the heaviest trackless underground mining machinery. 

3.2 King Gething No. 3 Mine 

The workings of this mine are in two seams which will be referred to 

as the upper and lower seams. 

3.2.1 Upper Seam. Entry and exit to this mine were made via the lower jack- 

hole shown on the plan given in Fig. 6 of the report dated December 30, 1971. 

Of the two adits originally driven the lower one appears to have been closed as 

a result of strip mining operations. The upper or main adit has partly caved at 

its entrance, and entry at this point would have required taking unnecessary risk 

without a repair crew available. It was noted that the adits were again driven on 
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a bearing close to north and at only a small angle to the main cleavage, as were 

those at the Aylard Mine; this possibly confirms that the coal was of a hard nature. 

In the main odit a wedge-shaped section of the floor was taken up and 

removed from the low side for an approximate width of 9 feet. The purposeof this 

was to form a level floor on which the rail track could be laid for running the tubs 

or hutches loaded with coal out of’ the mine. On the high side of the removed 

wedge of floor, some 16 inches of hard flinty material, possibly chert, were 

revealed, and below it more coal with a thickness that could not be measured. 

The rail tracks were laid on this coal. 

This section of the seam in this mine as measured was 5’6” thick from 

the floor to the roof on the bench above the track wedge and was checked in the 

raise entries off the main adit. The structure of the coal and the immediate roof 

was not identifiable with that of the seam worked at the Aylard Mine. A section 

of the seam is shown in Fig. 3.2.1 together with a section of the main adit in this 

The coal and the floor are of hardness similar to those at the Aylard 

Mine . The roof immediately overlying the seam is, however, a brown sand- 

stone and appears stronger than that above the seam at the Aylard Mine. The 

comment on seam characteristics for underground mining made for the seam at 

the Aylard Mine applies also to this seam, except possibly for a stronger roof 

which would alloti wider entries. A reservation should be made that erosive 

channel action during deposition of extensive sandstones above a coal seam can 

produce “washouts” of the seam. 

3.2.2 Lower Seam. Two other adits were driven at a lower level at the King 

Gething No. 3 Mine. It is possible that the seam into which they are driven 

was revealed during the strip operation, and a decision was then made to explore 

this seam. It appears that these adits’were abandoned after only a limited 

drivage possibly of 90 to 100 feet. The section (Fig. 3.2.1) shows coal that 

probably contains a comparatively large amount of both iron sulphide and iron 
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carbonate. The entire section of 5’10$’ is of hard coals. Some other sections 

appear hard and canneloid and with CI high inherent ash content and, therefore, 

this seam is probably of dubious commercial value. 

3.3 Trenches on the South Slope of Mount Johnson 

The seams exposed by these trenches are unlike all other outcrops 

on the property: they show a high degree of oxidation, and have remained in 

contact with glacial drift since the post-glaciation period, and still illustrate 

the effects of severe erosion at that time. All the other outcrops of seams that 

were examined were either at creeks or rivers which transported away all glacial 

material and eroded parts of the coal seams and adjacent rocks so that they show 

the seams in the same condition in which they are likely to be encountered if mined. 

Because of the oxidation, correlation of seams could not be made from the comparison 

of coal types within each seam. 

3.3 .l No. 2 Trench (Upper Trench). This trench (Fig. 3.3 .l) shows variable 

gradients in the strata which suggest undulation. This feature is consistent with 

anticlinal structures where the deeper beds in the series show some distortion due 

to the lateral thrust that caused the uplift of the anticline. Also, the normal 

sequence of coal measure deposition is inverted at one point in the section exposed 

by the trench. The consistency of the remainder of the section shows, however, 

that this is not due to any overfolding of the structure. Seven laiger coal seams 

are revealed by this trench. 

3.3.2 No. 3 Trench (Lower Trench). A section of the rocks exposed along this 

trench is given in Fig. 3.3.2. The strata at the southwest end of the trench are 

the most steeply inclined at 51° with a progressive’decline to 29’ at the northeast 

end. This feature is fairly consistent with the behavior of strata on the limbs of 

either anticlinal or synclinal structures, as the more shallow beds are bent to 

lesser radii of curvature which cause them to emerge at steeper angles than deeper 

beds. Two major seams are revealed in this trench. 
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3.4 Trojan Seam in Coalbed Creek 

The thickness of the Trojan Seam (Fig. 3.4-l) at Coalbed Creek 

ranges between 6’74” and 6’10”. This variation is ascribed to an irregular 

stone porting .!i&” to 8” thick, 14 inches above the floor of the seam. The actual 

coal in the section appears to be 6’2” thick. The appearance of the coal suggests 

higher rank. 

3.5 Seam at the Fills on Lower Moosecall Creek 

The seam (Fig. 3.5.1) at the falls on Lower Moosecall Creek is over- 

lain by 1’39 of weak fissile shales that become stronger above. Above the 

stronger grey shales are sandstones. Below the weak fissile shales is 3’11” of 

bright coal which terminates in a distinct parting at a coal band 92’ thick through 

which a pronounced and repeated pattern of parallel “back up” slips or fractures 

runs at an angle of 46’ to the bedding. Below this coal are two bands of grey 

clayey shale, one of 2” and the lower of 44’: which contain lenticular concreiions 

with a high content of dissemihated pyrite. Below this is a further 1’4” of coal. 

3.6 Section near Contact Poinf in the Peace River Canyon 

West from Contact Point, the transition from ihe Moosebor Formation 

to the Gething Formation was noted with the conglomerate of the contact quite 

apparent. Coal seams start near the top of the Gething Formation with two in- 

accessible seams approximately 16” thick, and three more seams, 2’6it”, 2’8&“, 

and 3’4” thick respectively. The 3’4” seam is underlain by another 2’43’ of 

coal with 1’3” of sandstone parting. The section (Fig. 3.6.1) was difficult to 

measure with any accuracy because of the severe erosive action of the river. 

However, consistency of deposition at uniform gradient was apparent. 
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SECTION 4.0 CORRELATIONS OF COAL SEAMS 

4.1 Methods of Correlation 

4.1 .1 Drilling. Three holes were drilled as part of the 1973 program. Several 

additional drill-sites were prepared, and access provided to them. This work 

included the installation of a 30-foot, 42-inch culvert on Coalbed Creek. The 

holes drilled are 4A, 5, and 6 with depths of 497 feet, 137 feet, and 506 feet, 

respectively, totailing 1140 feet. 

Drill hole 4A was drilled near Hole 4 which was abandoned in 1972 because 

of difficulty with overburden. Drill hole 4A encountered 199 feet of the Moosebar 

Formation below 127 feet of overburden. This probably indicates that the Moosebar 

and Gething Formations have lower dips at drill hole 4A than previously predicted. 

Drill hole 5 was drilled to further define the trace of the Trojan Seam and 

to help locate a suitable place for an adit. 

Drill hole 6 was drilled to test seams below the Trojan and to confirm the 

previous correlations of the seams in Trenches No. 2 and 3 on the south slope of 

Mount Johnson. It penetrated nearly 300 feet of overburden before reaching bed- 

rock, and thus appears to have gone down into a deep stream channel, eroded 

before deposition of the present silt cover. Because of the drillers’ difficulties, 

it eventually had to be abandoned at 506 feet, just a few feet above the expected 

level of the Milligan Seam. 

4.1.2 Logging. Only a gamma ray neutron log was run in drill hole 4A because 

it was blocked at 445 feet; hence, no record of the Trojan Seam could be obtained. 

Both gamma ray neutron and sidewall density logs tiere successfully run in drill 

hole 5. In drill hole 6, a gamma ray neutron log was run from the bottom but a 

sidewall density log only from 435 feet, inside the string of drill rods left in the hole 

when it was abandoned at 506 feet. The density sonde would not enter the core 

barrel, some 12 feet above the drill bit as determined from the caliper log. 

4.1.3. Trenching. Although additional trenching was not originally planned as 

part of the 1973 program, three trenches were excavated by a D6 bulldozer which 
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‘otherwise would have been on standby. Superior Trench 1 was excavated in an 

attempt to locate the Superior Seam, but failed when more than 10 feet of over- 

burden encountered at its south end indicated that there the Superior Seam has 

probably been eroded. Trojan Trench 1 was excavated in an attempt to expose 

the Trojan Seam. However, it could nof be completed because the thin dry 

silts in which it was started were saturated with water at depths of less than 10 

feet about 200 feet northeast from where it was started. The Titan Trench was 

excavated in the southwest slope of Mount Johnson, where under 25 feet of over- 

burden it encountered an erosional remnant of coal, which is probably part of the 

Titan Seam. 

I 4.2. Superior Seam 

The intersection of the Superior Seam in drill hole 4A at 16 feet below 

the Moosebar-Gething contact is the highest in the succession’ yet recorded near 

the Peace River Canyon. McLeorn (19%) describes the seam as being 23 to 26 feet -~ 

below this contact, and in drill hole 72-l near Moosebar Creek it is 37 feet below 

this contact. If the depths below this contact for the Superior and Trojan Seams 

are consistent in drill holes 3, 4A, and 5, drill hole 5 missed the Superior Seam 

by about 20 feet stratigraphically and drill hole 3 by only a few feet stratigraphically. 

4.3 Trojan Seam 

3 -x/19 -J&4-’ In drill hole 4A, the Trojan Seam was intersected 130 feet below the 

4’ 

;:; q.9 
Moosebar-Gething contact, where it is 126 inches thick and contains 120 inches 

&J 6.j 
of coal. This compares with a total thickness of 1295 inches including 1074 inches 

cr-a of coal in drill hole 3, a total thickness of 133 inches including 103 inches of 

coal in drill hole 5, and an exposed total thickness of 82 inches including 78 inches 

of coal in its outcrop on Coalbed Creek. In 1971, 6 feet of strata at the base of 

the Trojan Seam in Coalbed Creek were drilled without encountering coal. However, 

slumping above the exposed coal in Coalbed Creek may cover more coal there, and 

thus explain its reduced thickness. These data suggest that in this area, thk Trojan 

Seam increases in thickness and contains more coal towards the south. 
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4.4 Seams below the Trojan Seam 

Although the weathered nature of the coal in Trenches No. 2 and 3 on 

the south slope of Mount Johnson makes correlations of the seams in them difficult, 

additional data were obtained which confirm the correlations made in 1971. The 

1971 correlations were based mostly on the sequences and thicknesses of the seams, 

and the sequences and thicknesses of the intercalated strata in the two trenches. A 

stratigraphic section combining new measurements in these two trenches is given in 

Fig. 4.1.12. Comparison of this stratigraphic section with that obtained from drill 

hole 6 (Fig. 4.1 .ll) strengthens all these correlations. 

4.4.1 Seam between the Trojan and Mogul Seams. Four coal seams, totalling 

404 inches in a thickness of 78 inches, were intersected in drill hole 6 about 65 

feet above the top of the Mogul~Seam. The density log indicates~that other seams~~~~- 

may have been drilled but not cored above these seams. Five coal seams containing 

50 inches of coal in a thickness of 77 inches, 72 feet above the Mogul Seam in 

Trench No. 2,appear to correspond to the four seams in drill’ hole 6. 

Eighteen feet below this unnamed coaly interval is a 29&inch coal seam 

in drill hole 6 and a 44-inch coal seam in Trench No. 2. , 

4.4.2 Little Mogul and Mogul Seams. Measured thicknesses of the Mogul Seam 

are 69 inches in drill hole 6, 66 inches in Trench No..3, and 60 inches in Trench 

No. 2. The Mogul Seam is separated from the Little Mogul Seam by about 75 

inches of mainly black shale in drill hole 6, 76; inches of mainly grey and black 

shales in Trench No. 3, and 117 inches of black and grey shales and sa.ndstone 

in Trench No. 2. The Little Mogul Seam is 194 inches. thick in drill hole 6, 

26 inches thick in Trench No. 3, and 23 inches thick in Trench No. 2. 

4.4.3 Seams below the Mogul Seam. As indicated partly by core and by the 

density log, drill hole 6 intersected a coal seam 44; inches thick, 42 feet below 

the bottom of the Mogul Seam. This appears to correspond to a coal seam 51 inches 

thick, 39 feet below the Mogul Seam in Trench No. 3. In 1971, this seam was 

correlated with the Castle Point Seam, but in drill hole 6 the Castle Point Seam was 

- 
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intersected 105 feet below the Mogul Seam, almost exactly as described by 

McLeorn (1950). A l&inch seam noted in 1971 about 95 feet below the Mogul 

Seam in Trench No. 3 probably corresponds to the Castle Point Seam, and an 

18-inch seam below it to the Milligan Seam. 

SECTION 5.0 ANALYSES OF COAL 

In general, samples of coal were collected and the raw coal analyzed 

from cored seams more than 10 inches thick in order to obtain preliminary 

information on the thicker seams, to help in correlating the thinner seams, and 

to learn variations in composition of the coal throughout the coal measures. The 

analytical reports on the raw coal samples in Appendix 2 show that most of the coals 

are medium volatile bituminous, and that some have F.S.I. values characteristic 

of coking coal. 

Most of the samples from the cored seams that are thick enough to consider 

for mining either now or in the future were composited in composite samples 1, 2, 

3, 4, 5, and 6, which were extensively tested and analysed as described in the 

.following paragraphs. However, more than 2 feet of coal, as interpreted from the 

density log, are included in losf core from the seam about 40 feet below the Mogul 

Seam. Thus, the two samples, No. 604 and No. 606, from this seam total only 

16; inches of coal and were not composited. The analyses of the raw coal from this 

seam show that it is not coking coal but can be expected to ,be an excellent thermal 

coal. 

Composite samples, 1, 2, and 3 represent all samples including partings 

from the Superior and Trojan Seams ._ Complete results are in Appendix 3, and are 

summarized in Table 1. They show very low ash and low sulfur, and that the 

Superior Seam has a higher F.S. I. than the Trojan Seam. Yields for the Trojan 

Seam vqry inversely with the thickness and number of partings in the composite 

samples. Many more samples including bulk samples are required to predict the 

yield that could be obtained in a processing plant, but 70 to 75 per cent appears 

likely. The samples from the Trojan Seam adjusted to a moisutre-free ash-free 

basis are remarkably consistent with 294 to 32 per cent volatiles a.nd 68 to 70$ 
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per cent fixed carbon. 

Composite samples 4, 5, and 6 represent all samples including partings 

from the seam 6.5 feet above the Mogul Seam, the Mogul Seam, and the Castle 

Point Seam, respectively. Complete results are in Appendix 4, and are summarized 

in Table 2. As these are the first analyses from drill cores of these seams from the 

Peace River Canyon Properties of Cinnabar Peak Mines Ltd., fewer sink-float 

tests were made on the + 100 mesh fractions than for composite samples 1, 2, and 

3. The analyses in Table 2 show that the Mogul Seam may well contain excellent 

thermal coal, and that the Castle Point Seam has coking properties. The low 

yield for the Castle Point Seam is caused by a thick parting, and by lost core inter- 

preted as coal from the density log and not included in the composite sample. 

SECTION 6.0 RESERVES 

In this section mineoble reserves are based on outcrop and drill-hole data 

and projections generally less than 14 miles from them. They are practically avail- 

able on the basis of current economic operation levels,ond with current technical 

knowledge. They are estimated only in the Trojan and Mogul Seams and the unnamed 

seam about 40 feet below the Mogul Seam, to depths of about 1500 feet. As 

sufficient data are not yet available to establish very precise estimates of reserves 

mineable by-open-pit methods, the mineable reserves are estimated for each of the 

three seams, and then considerations of the reserves mineable by open-pit are 

presented. 

The reserves in the Troian Seam, based on an average thickness of 8 feet 

of cool, CI specific gravity of 1 .42, and underlying on area of 4.5 square miles in 

Lots 1048~1055, 1056, 1057, 1058, 1059, 1060, 1065, and 1066, are estimated at 

39.6 million long tons. In Fig. 1 .3 these reserves lie vetween the surface trace of 

the Trojan Seam shown and the 1500-foot isobath whose surface projection lies 

approximately along the Moosebar-Gething contact. At CI 60 per cent extraction 

rate, the mineable reserves in the Trojan Seam within the nine lots just listed are 

23.8 million long tons. 



.---- 
___. .._.____ -- _. _- -....- .-.I -_... ._.-_ _____.._“__~_ .---I -._- 
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The reserves in the Mogul Seam, based on an average thickness of .5* feet 

of coal, a specific gravity of I .42, and underlying on area of 3.8 square miles in 

Lots 1048, 1050, 1055, 1056, 1057, 1059, 1060, and 1065 are 23.0 million long 

tons. Similar reserves in the unnamed seam are 17.8 million long tons for a total of 

40.8 million long tons. At a 60 per cent extraction rate for underground mining, 

the mineable reserves in the Mogul Seam and the unnamed seam within the eight 

lots just listed are 24.5 million long tons. 

Preliminary information suggests that an open-pit mine on the southern 

and southwestern slopes of Mount Johnson might have reserves of 1.7 million long 

tons per thousand feet of axis. Estimates based on combined total pit lengths 

ranging from 4000 to 12,000 feet indicate open-pit reserves ranging from 6.8 to 

20.4 million long tons. Some of these reserves are in the Mogul Seam and the 

unnamed seam, and if data from additional work show that they are recoverable 

by open-pit methods, they would have to be subtracted from the underground 

reserves in these seams esimated in the previous paragraph. 

Additional reserves are present in the Trojan Seam: at depths of less than 

1500 feet in Lots 1064 and 1069 west of the major northerly trending fault, and in 

Lots 1045, 1046, 1044, and 1039 to the northwest; at depths greater than 1500 feet 

in Lots 1057, 1058, 1065, 1066, 1067, 1068, and 1069 with the actual depth limit 

being determined by mining experience; and in some of the coal licences east of 

the major northerly-trending fault. Other additional reserves exist in the Mogul 

and other seams near it stratigraphically, but data are insufficient to estimate those 

recoverable. Other additional possible recoverable reserves in the Grant-King and 

the Murray - “48” Seams are estimated at 50 million long tons. 

SECTION 7.0 CONCLUSIONS 

1. An open-pit mine with reserve estimates, based on only preliminary 

knowledge, ranging from 6.8 to 20.4 million long tons on Lots 1048, 1050, 

1055, and 1056 may be available on the southern and southwestern slopes 

of Mount Johnson. 
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2. With the restrictions on an underground mining operation of 60 per cent _ 
‘1 

extraction and a limiting depth of cover of 1500 feet, an underground 

mine with 45.5 million long tons of reserves is available within Lots 1048, 

1050, 1055, 1056, 1057, 1058, 1059, 1060, 1065, and 1066. 

3. The prospects of additional reserves, suitable for open-pit or underground 

mining or both, in Lots 1039 and 1041 east and west of Portage Mountain 

are real. Other additional reserves east of the major northerly-trending 

fault and in the northwestern part of the property are present, but data 

on them are insufficient to estimate recoverable tonnages. 

4. The analyses and washability data indicate that medium volatile coals of . 

very low ash content can be produced for metallurgical markets at accept- 

able yields from the Trojan Seam. They also indicate that fuels with low -. 

ash and high calorific value are available without any processing for thermal 

markets, from the Mogul Seam and an unnamed seam about 40 feet below the 

Mogul Seam. 

5. The maintenance of the regularity of the cleavages indicates that effects 

of the erogenic forces of the mountain building that produced the Rocky 

Mountains and their Foothills are subdued within these deposits. The 

severe distortions and lateral interface shearing between planes in a seam 

or seam succession that characterize some other deposits in the Rocky 

Mountains and Foothills are absent here. 

6. The predominance of sandstones in the Gething Formation could give 

conditions favorable to underground mining. Generally the maintenance of 

access roadways in underground mines that have massive sandstones in parts 

of the succession of strata is easier, because of the greater inherent strengths 

of sandstones. 

7. The hardness of the coals in seams in the Gething Formation is capable of 

generating the necessary constraining pressures for pillars which are subjected 
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to stresses produced by depth loading, and thereby could maintain effective 

support for room-and-pillar mining. This hardness is not affected by 

prolonged exposure of these coals to oxidation by the atmosphere, and 

appears to be a function of their low ash content. 

8. The predominance of sandstones in the Gething Formation suggests that the 

levels of methane emission will not be high: as sandstones are more permeable 

than shales, they have permitted migration of methane from the coal measures 

wel I in advance of mining. 

Respectfully submitted, 

G.A. Haslett, B. Sc.,Sc. Eng., P. Eng. 

9.. -~‘- 
G.A. Checklin, B. SC., P.~E~ng. 

Edmonton, Alberta 

January 21, 1974 *I P. Eng. 
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6. 

7. 
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Alberta, and a Chartered Engineer of the United Kingdom, 

and a Member of the Institution of Mining Engineers, London, 
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I am a graduate of the University of Durham, England (B. SC. 
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Science ). 
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Ministry of Power to act as a manager of underground coal mines. 
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and project engineer in the mining industry with the United 
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mining engineering in western Canada. 

I have worked as a consultant mining engineer to the coal 
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I am at present engaged as a faculty member in the Earth 

Resources Section at the Northern Alberta Institute of Techno- 

I ogy, Edmonton, and as a private consulting engineer. 
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Edmonton, Alberta 

January 21, 1974 G.A. Haslett, B.Sc., C. Eng., P. Eng. 
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APPENDIX 2 : ANALYTICAL REPORTS ON RAW COAL SAMPLES 

(fS.a8-n cored scorns 7 lo incks &i&) 
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APPENDIX 3 : ANALYTKAL REPORiS ON COMPOSITE SAMPLES 
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APPENDIX 4: FIELD PERSONNEL 

Name Position 

G. Checklin Geologist 

L. Halferdohl Geologist 

Time on Property 

I973 

July 2 - October 10 

July 14 - July 15 

August 11 - August 12 

October 9 - October 10 

G. Hoslett Engineer August 5 - August 12 

B. Lipsett Assistant August 5 - August 12 

M. Lipsett 

M. Tremblay 

Assistant 

Assistant 

July 2 - August 31 

‘October 6 - October 7 
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/Block shale. IOC(IIIY carbonaceous. co&o+ bottom. 

-Shale, dark-brown; cool near top.. 
\ 

regular below. 

I’ .’ ” Cool - log”, partly cannel; riltstone and shale partings, with pyrite. 

Shale-siltstone-sandstone, interbedded, calcareous, local pyrite. 

I Sandstone-siltrtone-rhale series, c~lc~reo~s, fine-groined, partly moss&, portly bonded; loco1 cross-bedding, 

minor rhole, minor cool, loco1 pyrite,and fossils. 

Shale-siltstone series, interbedded, bonding irregular, variably calcareow; mainly dark-grey and black shale in 

cenire, less haly and lighter colored near contacts; local pyrite and fossils. 

Sandstone-siltstone series, colcoreou~, rhaly partings, weak banding, local coal. 

Shale-siltstone-rondstone series, interbedded, colcoreoua. 

/Black shale; siltstone bonds. 

, Black shale, homogeneous. 

Cool - 109 bonded , . Sample No. 170 lot”. 

Shale, black to dark-brown, colcareou~, local coal. 

Siltstone-shale series, interbedded, c~llc~reous, less rhole, distorted banding. 

Shale, dark-brown with lighter wear. 

Siltstone-shale series, finely interbedded, regular bonding, calcareou~. 

Shale, dark-grey and brown, calc(~reous, coaly black shale ot bottom, local coal. 

I Cool - 126”. siltstone parting, Sample No. I71 2’4P ~0.1, 172 2’39 coal, I73 6” porting, 

174 Z’ld$” coal, I75 2’5P coal. 

Shale, silty, dark-brown to dark-grey, minor bonding, thin coal lenses, plant remains common, 

carbonaceous partings. 

Sandrtone-riltrtone-rhole series, slightly calcoreous, mainly fine-groined, light-grey 

Shale-siltstone series, irregular bonding. 

Black shale, locally cooly, local plant remains. 

Cool - 23”; narrow sholy section. Sample No. 176 I’ll”. 

Block shale, coaly at top, silty near bottom, locally corbonoceour; plant remains 

Shale-riltrtone series, irregular banding. 

Shale, grey +o dark-brown, slightly calcoreour. 

End of hole. 

NOkS 

I) The datum for meowremen+s in this hole is the‘collar. 

2) See logs with lithologic descriptions for information on intervals too thin 

+a be shown. 

3) Sample lengths are true stratigraphic thicknesses, and therefore differ from 

the core lengths in the analytical reports., 

4) Dips obtained from intersections of banding and bedding with core axes adjoin 

the strotigrclphic column on the left. 

SUPERIOR SEAM 
Composite 

Sample #I 2’33” 

SYMBOLS 

I Overburden, bedrock 

Shale, mudrtone 

Block shale 

Coal with thickness in inches 

Cool, coolified mineral matter 

El Lost core, covered 

Composite 

TROJAN SEAM Sample #2 10’6” 

CINNABAR PEAK MINES LTD 

I HALFERDAHL & ASSOCIATES LTD 
EDMONTON,ALBERTA 

Fig 4.1.9. Stratigraphic Section of Gething 
Formation in Drill Hole 4A. 
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SECTION 5.0 ANALYSES OF COAL 

In general, -samples of coal were collected and the raw coal analyzed 

from cored seams more than 10 inches thick in order to obtain preliminary 

information on the thicker seams, IO help in correlating fhc thinner seams, and 

to learn variations in composition of the coal throughout the coal measures. The 

analytical reports on the raw coal samples in Appendix 2 show that most of the coals 

are medium volatile bituminous, and that some have F.S.I. values characteristic 

of coking coal. 

Most of the samples from the cored seams that are thick enough to consider 

for mining either now or in the future were composited in composite samples 1, 2, 

3, 4, 5, and 6, which were extensively tested and analysed as described in the 

following paragraphs. However, more than 2 feet of coal, as interpreted from the 

density log, arc incl!ldcd iu lost cora FI-om 11~ ~aam about IO feet below the Mogul 

‘,r’Wl . Ihui, llle IWU wlllpii.: t+>. LO4 C.III~I t IO. 606, IIWII Illis 5aam lulal only 

161 inches of coal and were not cornposited. The onalyscs of the raw &al from this 

seam show that it is not coking coal but can be expected to be an excellent thermal 

conl. 

Corrltx~silc iiimples, 1 , 2, tr~id 3 rcpr<5cnt all s~mplcs ilxlvding purGngs 

from hhe Superior and Trojan Scums. Coml~I~lc rcsul ts are in Appendix 3, and are 

summarized in Table 1. They show very low ash and low sulfur, and that the 

Superior Seam has a higher F.S.I. than the Trojan Seam. Yields for the Trojan 

Seam vary inversely with the thickness and number of partings in the composite 

scmples. Many inore samples including bulk samples ore required to predict the 

yield rhbt could be obtained in a processing plant, but 70 to 75 per cent appears 

likely. The samples from :he Trojan Seam odjustcd to a moisutre-free ash-free 

basis arc rcmorkably consistent with 29; to 32 per cent volotiles and 68 lo 702 
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per cent fixed carbon. 

Composite samples 4, 5, and 6 roprcsent all samples including partings 

from the seam 65 feet above the Mogul Seam, the Mogul Scam, and the Castle 

Point Seam, respectively. Complete rcsul ts are in Appendix 4, and are summarized 

in Table 2. As these are the first analyses from drill cores of these seams from the 

Peace River Canyon Properties of Cinnabar Peak Mines Ltd ., fewer sink-float 

tests were mode on the + 100 mesh l’roctions lhan for composite samples 1, 2, and 

3. The analyses in Table 2 show that the Mogul Scam may well contain excellent 

thermal coal, and that the Castle Point Seam has coking properties. The low 

yield for the Castle Point Seam is caused by a thick parting, and by lost core inter- 

preted as coal from the density log and tnot included in the composite sample. 

SECTION 6 .O RESERVES 

In this section mineobie reserves are based on outcrop and drill-hole data 

and projections generally less than 14 miles from them. They are practically avail- 

able on the basis of current economic operation levels and with current technical 

knowledge. They are estimated only in lhe Trojan and Mogul Seams and the unnamed 

seam about 40 feet below the Mogul Seam, to depths of about 1500 feet. As 

rufficirrnt rlntn rrrn nof yet ovttilrrblc IO rct&lish vary prrcisa estimates of re~ervos 

mineable by open-pit methods, the mineable reserves are estimated for each of the 

three seams, and then considerations of the reserves mineable by open-pit are 

presented. 

The reserves in the Troian Scam, based on an average thickness of 8 feet 

OF coal, a specific gravity of 1 .42, and underlying an area of 4.5 square miles in 

Lots 1048, 1055, 1056, 1057, 1058, 1059, 1060, 1065, and 1066, are estimated at 

39.6 million long tons. In Fig. 1 .3 these reserves lie vetween the surface trace of 

the Trojan Scorn shown ond the 1500-foot isobath whose surface projection lies 

approximately along the Moosebar-Gething contact. At a 60 per cent extraction 

rate, the mineable reserves in the Trojan Seam within the nine lots just listed are 

23.8 million long tons. 

- 
-. 

- 

---_--.- __--___ -_-- 
HACFLRm.HL-i-iSSOCI*TES LTD. 
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TABLE 1: CLEAN COAL COMPOSITE DATA FOR COMPOSITE SAMPLES 1, 2, AND 3 

Composite Sample No. 1 2 3 

Composition 

+ 100 Mesh Floats at 1.80 81.94 90.06 89.90 

- 100 Mesh Froth 18.06 9.94 10.10 

Total Yield 64.57 88.61 60.56 

Proximate Analysis 

Ash 5.87 5.11 7.78 

Volatile Matter 33.89 26.18 26.78 

Residual Moisture 0.59 0.84 0.44 

Fixed Carbon 59.65 67.87 65 .OO 

F.S.I. 9 54 6 

Sulfur 0.60 0.49 0.67 

B.T.U./lb. 14,330 14,570 14,090 

Figures show percentage by weight except for F.S.I. and B.T.U./lb. 

1. Superior Seam 2’33” total seam in drill hole 4A. 

2. Trojan Seam 10’6” total seam in drill hole 4A. 

3. Trojan Seam ll’l$’ of 12’11$’ total seam in drill hole 5. 
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TABLE 2: SUMMARY OF ANALYSES FOR COMPOSITE SAMPLES 4, 5, AND 6 

(Specific Gravity 1.60) 

Composite Sample No. 4 5 6 

Size Consist 

+ 100 mesh 96.11 90.33 90.10 

- 100 mesh 3.89 9.67 9.90 

Yield of + 100 mesh 36.40 93.20 26.81 

Proximate Analysis of 
+ 100 Mesh Floats 

Ash 3.39 3.15 9.82 I . - : 

Volatile Matter 22.86 22 Au 25.56 

Residual Moisture-- 0.45 0.63 0.54 

Fixed Carbon 73.30 73.82 64.07 

F.S.I. 14 1s 7 

Sulfur 0.76 0.64 1.16 

Proximate Analyses of 
- 100 Mesh 

Ash 39.11 4.68 61.93 

Volatile Matter 28.20 22.90 11.85 

Residual Moisture 0.60 0.74 0.54 

Fixed Carbon 32.09 71.68 25.68 

F.S.I. -; 1 14 

Sulfur 0.38 0.77 0.59 

Figures show percentage by weight except for F.S.I. 

4. Seam 65 feet’obove Mogul Seam 6’6” total seam in drill hole 6. 

5. Mogul Seam 4’1” of 5’9” total seam in drill hole 6. 

6. Castle Point Seam 3’9” of 6’8$” total seam in drill hole 6. 
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The reserves in the Mogul Seam, based on an average thickness of 51 feet 

of cool, a specific gravity of 1 ./I%, otld underlying an area of 3.8 square miles in 

Lots 1048, 1050, 10.55, 1056, 1057, 1059, 1060, and 1065 are 23.0 million long 

tons. Similar I-eserves in the unnamed scare are 17.8 million long tons for a total of 

40.8 million long tons. At a 60 per cant extraction rate for underground mining, 

ihe mineable reserves in the Mogul Scam and the unnamed seam within the eight 

lots just listed are 24.5 million long tons. 

f’rclir:~inary infortnation suqgosts tlmt an open-pit mine on the southern 

and southwestern slopes of Mount Johnson might have reserves OF 1 .7 million long 

tons per thousand feet of axis. Estimates based on combined total pit lengths 

ranging from 4000 to 12,000 feet indicate open-pit reserves ranging from 6.8 to 

20.4 million long tons. Some of these reserves are in the Mogul Seam and the 

unnamed seam, and if data from odditional work show that they are recoverable 

by opelv-pit methods, they would have to bc subtracted from the underground 

reserves-in these seams esimated in the previous paragraph. 

Additional reserves arc present in the Trojan Seam: at depths of less than 

1500 foot in Lots 1064 and 1069 west of the major northerly trending fault, and in 

LOIS 1045, lo&, 1044, and 1039 lo Il ,e northwrrt; at dq>ths !J,WltCr thnn 1500 feet 

in Lots TOSS, 1058, 1065, 1066, IOU, 1068, and 1069 wit11 the actual depth limit 

being determined by mining experience; and in some of the coal licences east of 

the rmior I,ortl,erly-tl.r:nrJing fault. Other additional reserves exist in the Mogul 

and other scaws ncar it strotiyrof~hicolly, but clata arc insufficient to estimate those 

recoverable. Other additional possible recovcrabIe raserves in the Grant-King and 

:he Murrny - “48” Seams are estimated at 50 million long tons. 



APPENDIX 2 : ANALYTICAL REPORTS ON RAW COAL SAMPLES 



A60 
CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

HALFERDAHL & ASSOCIATES 

SAMPLE NO.: 168 
2'5y, Coal 

ANALYSIS ON AIR DRY BASIS: 

Ash 

Volatile Matter 

Residual Moisture 

Fixed Carbon 

free Swelling Index 

Sulphur 

C.E.S. #168 

November 1, 1973 

26.23 % 

37.89 % 

0.25 % 

35.63 % 

'6 

0.40 % 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



A61 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

BALFERDAHL & ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SAMPLE NO.: 169 
O'll", Coal 

ANALYSIS ON.AIR DRY BASIS: 

Ash 

Volatile Matter 

Residual Moisture 

Fixed Carbon 

Free Swelling Index 

Sulphur 

22.38 % 

36.22 % 

0.26 % 

41.14 % 

6 

0.75 % 

C.E.S. #169 

November 1, 1973 CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



A62 
CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

HALFERDAHL & ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SBESPLE x0.: 170 
O’lOk”, Coal 

AEALYSIS OR AIR DRY BASIS: 

Ash 

Volatile Matter 

Residual Moisture 

Fixed Carbon 

Free Swelling Index 

Sulphur 

50.33 % 

18.27 % 

0.36 % 

31.04 % 

3 

0.43 % 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SAT& LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



: 
A63 

‘CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

HALFERDAHL & ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SAMPLE NO.: 171 
2'S", Coal 

ANALYSIS ON AIR DRY BASIS: 

Ash 

Volatile Matter 

Residual Moisture 

Fixed Carbon 

Free Swelling Index 

Sulphur 

C.E.S. #171 

November 1, 1973 

3.90 % 

25.32 % 

0.40 % 

70.38 % 

3 

0.46 % 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



A64 
CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

HALFERDAHL & ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SAMPLE NO.: 172 
2'4", coal. 

ANALYSIS ON AIR DRY BASIS: 

Ash 

Volatile Matter 

Residual Moisture 

Fixed Carbon 

Free Swelling Index 

Sulphur 

C.E.S. #172 

November 1, 1973 

16.32 % 

24.02 % 

0.39 % 

59.27 % 

1% 

0.36 % 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



A65 
CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

HALFERDAHL & ASSOCIATES 

SAMFLe NO.: 174 
2'11", Coal 

ANALYSIS ON AIR DRY BASIS: 

Ash 

Volatile Matter 

Residual Moisture 

Fixed Carbon 

Free Swelling Index 

Sulphur 

C.E.S. # 174 

November 1, 1973 

3.63 % 

27.18 % 

0.24 % 

68.95 % 

5% 

0.38 % 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



HALFERDAHL & ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SAMPLE NO.: 175 
2'6", Coal 

ANALYSIS ON AIR DRY BASIS: 

Ash 

Volatile Matter 

Residual Moisture 

Fixed Carbon 

&ee Swelling Index 

Sulphur 

A66 
CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

3.99 % 

29.42 % 

0.34 % 

66.25 % 

7% 

0.52 % 

C.E.S. #175 

November 1, 1973 CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



A67 
CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

BALFERDAHL & ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SAMPLE NO.: 176 
1'11'1, Coal 

ANALYSIS ON AIR DRY BASIS: 

Ash 

Volatile Matter 

Residual Moisture 

Fixed Carbon 

tree Swelling Index 

Sulphur 

C.E.S. #176 

November 1, 1973 

17.89 % 

25.33 % 

0.32 % 

56.46 % 

7% 

1.60 % 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



A68 
CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

3ALFERDAHL & ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SbEzpLE NO.: 177 
1’ 114,“, Coal 

AUALYSIS ON AIR DRY BASIS: 

Ash 

Volatile Matter 

Residual Moisture 

Fixed Carbon 

Free Swelling Index 

Sulphur 

c2E.s. a77 

Kovember 1, 1973 

:.. 

12.57 % 

24.26 % 

0.40 % 

62.77 % 

1% 

0.57 % 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



A69 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

HALFERDAHL &ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SAMPLE NO.: 179 
2’3+“, Coal 

ANALYSIS ON AIR DRY BASIS: 

Ash 

Volatile Matter 

Residual Moisture 

Fixed Carbon 

Gee Swelling Index 

Sulphur 

C.E.S. #179 

November 1, 1973 

7.81 % 

27.04 % 

0.26 % 

64.89 % 

4 

0.57 % 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



A70 
CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

IIALFERDAHL &ASSOCIATES LTD. 

ANBLYSIS ON AIR DRY BASIS: 

Ash 

Volatile Matter 

C.E.S. #lsl 

November 1, 1973 

Residual Moisture 

Fixed Carbon 

Free Swelling Index 

Sulphur 

6.94 % 

29.68 % 

0.13 % 

63.25 % 

8 

0.48 % 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SAtiS LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



A71 
CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

HATXERDABL & ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SBMPLE NO.: 185 
O'lO", Coal 

ANALYSIS ON AIR DRY BASIS: 

Ash 

Volatile Matter 

Residual Moisture 

Fixed Carbon 

Free Swlling Index 

Sulphur 

C.E.S. 3185 

November 1, 1973 

8.68% 

29.33 % 

0.36 % 

61.63 % 

8% 

0.80 % 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SAtiS LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



HALFERDABL & ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SAMPLE NO.: 187 
1'2%", Coal 

ANALYSIS ON AIR DRY BASIS: 

Ash 

Volatile Matter 

Residual Moisture 

Fixed Carbon 

Free Swelling Index 

Sulphur 

C.E.S. i/18? 

November 1, 1973 

A72 
CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

3.85 % 

31.63 % 

0.18 % 

64.34 % 

9 

0.77 % 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



A73 
CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

HALFERDAHL & ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SAMPLE NO.: 188 
0'9", Coal 

ANALYSIS ON AIR DRY BASIS: 

Ash 

Volatile Matter 

Residual Moisture 

Fixed Carbon 

Free Swelling Index 

Sulphur 

C.E.S. #188 

November 1, 1973 

32.52 % 

22.79 % 

0.35 % 

44.34 % 

6 

1.42 % 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



HALFERDAHL &ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SAMPLE NO.: 191 
1'S%", Coal 

ANALYSIS ON AIR DRY BASIS: 

Ash 

Volatile Mattei 

Residual Moisture 

Fixed Carbon. 

tiee Swelling Index 

Sulphur 

C.E.S. 1,191 

November 1, 1973 

A74 
CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

2.74 % 

22.17 % 

0.21 % 

74.88 % 

1 

0.61 % 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



HALFERDBRL 6. ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SAEIPLE NO. : 193 
O'bg-", Coal 

ANALYSIS ON &JR DRY BASIS: 

Ash 

Volatile Matter 

Residual Moisture 

Fixed Carbon 

Free Swelling Index 

Sulphur 

C.E.S. #193 

November 1, 1973 

5.16 % 

25.85 % 

0.38 % 

68.61 % 

3 

0.84 % 

A75 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



A76 
CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

HALFBRDAHL & ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SAMPLE NO.: ' 195 
0 '7%", Coal 

ANALYSIS ON AIR DRY BASIS: 

Ash 

Volatile Matter 

Residual Moisture 

Fixed Carbon 

Free Swelling Index 

Sulphur 

C.E.S. #195 

November 1, 1973 

9.85 % 

22.06 % 

0.16 % 

67.93 % 

1% 

1.16 % 

CYCLONE: ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



A77 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

HALFERDAHL & ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SMPLR NO. : 197 
0'6", Coal 

ANALYSIS ON AIR DRY BASIS: 

Ash 

Volatile Matter 

Residual Moisture 

Fixed Carbon 

Free Swelling Index 

Sulphur 

C.E.S. #197 

November I, 1973 

5.31 % 

25.95 % 

0.24 % 

68.50 % 

6% 

0.86 % 

CYCIxlNE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



A78 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

'HALFERDARL & ASSOCIATES LTD. 

PSAMPLE NO.: 199 
1'3%", coal. 

&$ALYSIS ON AIR DRY BASIS: 

Ash 

Volatile Matter 

Residual Moisture 

Fixed Carbon 

kee Swelling index 

Sulphur 

C.E.S. #199 

Wovember 1, 1973 

5.42 % 

22.42 % 

0.38 % 

71.78 % 

1 

0.95 % 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



HALFERDAHL & ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SAMPLE NO.: 200 
I, IS”, Coai! 

ANALYSIS ON AIR DRY BASIS: 

Ash 

Volatile Matter 

Residual Moisture 

Fixed Carbon 

Free Swelling Index 

Sulphur 

C.E.S. $1200 

November 1, 1973 

A79 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

16.68 % 

28.18 % 

0.17 % 

54.97 % 

4 

1.55 % 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



HALFERDAHL & ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SAMPLE NO.: 603 
2'9%", Coal 

ANALYSIS ON AIR DRY BASIS: 

Ash 

Volatile Matter 

Residual Moisture 

Fixed Carbon 

F?ee Swelling Index 

Sulphur 

C.E.S. f/603 

November 1, 1973 

A80 
CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES L-ID. 

5.53 % 

23.26 % 

0.23 % 

70.98 % 

1 

0.53 % 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



HALFERDAHL & ASSOCIATES LTD. 

A81 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

SAMPLE NO.: 609 
1'4'1, Coal 

ANALYSIS ON AIR DRY BASIS: 

Ash 

Volatile Matter 

Residual Moisture 

Fixed Carbon 

tree Swelling Index 

Sulphur 

C.E.S. #609 

November 1, 1973 

4.09 % 

21.92 % 

0.15 % 

73.84 % 

1 

0.60 % 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



HALFERDAHL & ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SAMPLE NO.: 604 
o'sy, Coal 

ANALYSIS ON AIR DRY BASIS: 

Ash 

Volatile Matter 

Residual Moisture 

Fixed Carbon 

Free Swelling Index 

Sulphur 

C.E.S. %604 

November 1, 1973 

A82 
CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

5.21 % 

23.12 % 

0.18 % 

71.49 % 

1% 

0.56 % 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



EXFERDAHL & ASSOCIATES LTD. 

.lxAw?LE NO.: 606 
0 ’ S”, Coal 

&TALYSIS ON AIR DRY BASIS: 

Ash 

Volatile Matter 

Residual Moisture 

Fixed Carbon 

Free Swelling Index 

Sulphur 

C*E.S. #606 

&-vember 1, 1973 

A83 
CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

15.77 % 

28.37 % 

0.14 % 

55.72 % 

?-i 

0.47 % 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



A84 
CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

HAWERDAHL &ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SAMPLE NO.: 610 

ANALYSIS ON AIR DRY BASIS: 

Ash 

Volatile Matter 

Residual Moisture 

Fixed Carbon 

tree Sw+ing Index 

Sulphur 

C.E.S. #610 

November 1, 1973 

14.02 % 

23.97 % 

0.43 % 

61.58 % 

5% 

1.02 % 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



HALFERDAHL & ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SAMPB NO: 612 
0'7", Coal 

ANALYSIS ON AIR DRY BASIS: 

Ash 

Volatile Matter 

Residual Moisture 

Fixed Carbon 

Free SweIEng Index 

Sulphur 

C.E.S. #612 

November 1, 1973 

A85 
CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

21.44 % 

24.92 % 

0.50 % 

53.14 % 

7% 

1.07 % 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



A86 
CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

HALFERDAHL & ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SAMPLE NO.: 614 
1'3", Coal 

ANALYSIS ON AIR DRY BASIS: 

Ash 

Volatile Matter 

Residual Moisture 

Fixed Carbon 

Free Swelling Index 

Sulphur 

C.E.S.. #614 

November 1, 1973 

10.43 % 

20.85 % 

0.38 % 

68.34 % 

1 

0.79 % 

CYCLONE ENGImERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



A87 

r 

APPENDIX 3 : ANALYTICAL REPORTS ON COMPOSITE SAMPLES 

. . 

: :. L 
T’.<.. . . :. , 



HALFER-L & ASSOCUTES LTD. 

SAMPLE ao.: COXPOSITE #l Superior Seam in Drill Hole 4A 

TABLE a,: ANALYSES OF HEAD SAM3?LE 

Ash 

Volatile Matter 

Residual Moisture 

Fixed Carbon 

F.S.I. 

Sulphur 

C.E.S. #15 CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
November 29, 1973 Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 

A88 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

26.23 % 

37.89 % 

0.25 % 

35.63 % 

6 

0.40 % 



A89 
CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

HALFERDkL & ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SAMPLE NO.: COMPOSITE #l 

TABLE 2: SIZE CONSIST OP HEAD SAMPLE 

Weight % 

ilO0 Mesh 86.44 

-100 Mesh 13. 

Total 100.00 

CYCLONE ENGLNEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



A90 
CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

HALFERDAHL&ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SAMPLE No.: COMpOS3XE #I 

TABLE 3: HEAD ANALYSES OF flO0 MESH 

wt. 86.44 % 

Ash 25.12 % 

Volatile Matter 37.46 % 

Residual Moisture 0.58 % 

Fixed Carbon 36.84'% 

F.S.I. 5% 

Sulphur 0.44 % 

C.E.S. #15 
November 29, 1973 

CYCMNE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 

D 



A91 
CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

HALFERDAHL & ASSOCIATES ZZD. 

SAMPLE NO.: coMPosITE #Jl 

TABLE 4: WEIW % AND PROXIMATE ANALYSIS OF SPECIFIC 
GRAVBTY FRACTIONS FOR -l-l00 MESH 

sp. Gr. wt.-L Ash% V.M.% R.M.% F.C.% S% I 

- 1.30 47.s 1.30 34.70 0.61 63.39 0.67 

1.30 - 1.40 6.59 8.91 31.86 0.74 58.49 0.66 

1.40 - 1.50 4.69 16.12 28.13 0.70 55.05 0.61 

1.50 - 1.60 1.44 25.30 28.01 0.81 45.88 0.51 

1.60 - 1.80 l.l.5 32.97 31.71 0.66 34.66 0.48 

+ li80 38.79 58.80 40.21 0.17 0.82 0.12 

Total loo. af3 25.51 36.20 0.46 37.83 0.45 

C.E.S. #15 
November 29, 1973 

CYCLONE ENGINERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



H&.LFERDAHL & ASSOCIATES LTD. 

A92 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

SBPLE NO.: COMPOSITE #l 

TABLE 5: WEIGHT %, PROXIMATE ANALYSIS AND FREE SWELLING 
INDEX OF CUMULATIVE FLOATS: i-100 MESH 

sp. Gr. Wt.% Ash% V.M.% R.M.% F.C.% S.% F.S.I." 

- 1.30 47.36 1.30 34.70 0.61 63.39 0.67 9 

- 1.40 53.88 2.22 34.36 0.63 62.79 0.67 9 

-:.1.50 58.57 3.33 33.86 0.64 62.17 0.66 9 

- 1.60 60.06 3.88 33.71 0.65 61.76 0.66 9 

- 1.80 '61.21 4.43 33.67 0.65 61.25 0.66 9 

I Total 100.00 25.51 3i.20 0.46 37.83 0.45 5-1, 
I 

* F.S.I. by actual determination. 

C.E,S. #15 
November 29, 1973. 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



A93 
CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

HALFERDAHL & ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SAMPLE NO.: COMPSOITE #l 

TABLE 6: WASHABILITY DATA: +lOO MESH 

Specific 
Gravity 

- 1.30 

1.30 - 1.40 

1.40 - 1.50 

1.50 - 1.60 

1.60 - 1.80 

+ 1.80 

Total 

C.E.S. VI.5 CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
November 29, 1973. Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 

Fractional 

Wt.% Ash% 

47.36 1.30 

6.52 8.91 

4.69 16.12 

1.49 25.30 

1.15 32.97 

38.79 58.80 

100.00 25.51 

Cumulative 

FL 
wt.% 

47.36 

53.88 

58.57 

60.06 

61.21 

100.00 

- 
3af - 

: 
- 

1.30 100.00 25.51 

2.22 52.64 47.31 

3.33 46.12 52.74 

3;88 41.43 56.88 

4.43 39.94 58.06 

25.51 38.79 58.80 



A94 
CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

EALFERDAHL & ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SAMPLE NO.: COMPOSITE #l 

TABLE 7: HEAD ANALYSES OF -100 MESH 

wt. 13.56 % 

Ash 17.39 % 

Volatile Matter 35.97 % 

Residual Moisture 0.72 % 

Fixed Carbon 45.92 % 

F.S.I. 8% 

Sulphur 0.42 % 

C.E.S. #15 
November 29, 1973 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



._ . 

A95 
CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

EKLZERDAHL &ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SAMPLE no.: COMPOSITE #I 

TABLE 8: FROTH FLOTATION TEST ON -100 MESH 

'Test Conditions 

Solids, by weight in Slurry 

Time of Flotation 

Flotation Recovery 

Reagents 

10% 

1 minute 

86.00% 

MIX and Fuel Oil (1:3) 

Reagent Consumption 0.70 lb/ton 

C,E..S. #15 
November 29, 1973. 

Analyses of the Products 

Concentrate Tailings 

Ash 11.28 % 59.96 % 

Volatile Matter 34.45 % 38.21 % 

Residual Moisture 0.61 % 0.17 % 

Fixed Carbon 53.66 % 1.66 % 

F.S.I. 9 WA 

Sulphur 0.50 % 0.02 % 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



A96 
CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

HAEFERDAHL Q!ASSOCIATES LTD. 
, 

SWLF, NO.: @oMPosITE #l 

TABLE 9: WEAN COAL COMPOSITE 

&imposition: +lOO Mesh Floats at 1.80 81.94 % 

-100 Mesh Froth 18.06 % 

To7cal Yield 

Proximate Analvsis 

Ash 

Volatile Matter 

.Residual Moisture 

.Fixed Carbon 

F.S.I. 

Sulphur 

BTU/lb. 

C.E;S. 1~15 
December 10, ?i973. 

64.57 % 

5.87 % 

33.89 % 

0.59 % 

59.65 % 

9 

0.60 % 

14,330 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



A97 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

HALFERDAHL & ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SAMPLE NO.: COMPOSITE #l 

TABLE 10: MINERAL ANALYSIS OF ASH 

sio 
2 

*l2O3 

-2'3 

cao 

MS 

Na20 

R20 

SO3 

C.E.S. #15 
December 10, 1973 

27.81 % 

25.84 % 

22.34 % 

6.72 % 

5.47 % 

0.56 % 

0.30 % 

6.31 % 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALRS LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 

_ :: 
. . _. ::‘.< . . 



HALFERDAHL &ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SAMPLE NO.: COMPOSITE #2.. Trojan Seam in Drill Hole 4A 

TABLE 1: 

C.E.S. #16 
November 29, 1973 

ANALYSES ON HEAD SAMPLE 

Ash 

Volatile Matter 

Residual Moisture 

Fixed Carbon 

F.S.I. 

Sulphur 

13.24 % 

25.43 % 

0.78 % 

60.55 % 

4% 

0.45 %’ 

A98 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



HllLPERDAEL & ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SANPLE NO.: COMPOSITE #2 

TABLE 2: 

C-E-S. #lb 
November 29, 1973 

SIZE CONSIS’I OF HEAD SAMPLE 

Weight % 

+lOO Mesh 89.20 

-100 Mesh 10.80 

Total 100.00 

A99 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



Al00 
CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

HALFERDAHL & ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SAMPLE NO.: COMPOSITE $2 

TABLE 3: HEAD ANALYSES OF +lOO MESH 

wt. 89.20 % 

Ash 13.60 % 

Volatile Matter 25.03 % 

Residual Moisture 0.78 % 

Fixed Carbon 

F.S.I. 

Sulphur 

60.59 % 

4 

0.44 % 

C.E.S. #16 
November 29, 1973. 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



Al01 
CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

HALFERDAHL & ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SAMPLE NO.: COMPSOITE #2 

TABLE 4: WEIGHT % AND PROXIMATE ANALYSIS OF SPECIFIC 
GRAVITY FRACTIONS FOR +I.00 MESH 

sp. Gr. wt. % Ash% V.M.% R.M.% F.C.% S% 

- 1.30 55.73 1.84 28.11 0.88 69.17 0.49 

.1.30 - 1.40 26.27 5.97 23.49 0.83 69.71 0.48 

1.40 - 1.50 3.84 17.61 21.76 0.71 59.92 0.43 

1.50 - 1.60 2.03 28.13 20.48 0.75 50.64 0.42 

1.60 - 1.80 1.58 39.88 18.83 0.50 40.79 0.41 

+1.80 10.55 83.30 15.40 0.20 1.10 8.13 

Total 100.00 13.26 25.01 0.78 60.95 0.44 

C.E.S. #16 
November 29, 1973 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



A102 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

HALFER~L &Assom.A~~s LTD. 

SAMPLE NO.: COMPOSITE #2 

TAmI 5: WEIGHT %, PROXIMATE ANALYSIS AND FREE SWELLING 
INDEX OF CUMUIATIVE FLOATS: +lOO MESH 

sp. Gr-. wt.% Ash% V.M.% R.M.% F.C.% S.% F.S.I.* 

- 1.30 55.73 1.84 28.11 0.88 69.17 0.49 7 

- 1.40 82.00 3.16 26.63 0.86 69.35 0.49 5 

- 1.50 85.84 3.81 26.41 0.85 68.93 0.48 5 

- 1.60 87.87 4.37 26.27 0.85 68.51 0.48 5 

- 1.80 89.45 5.00 26.14 0.84 68.02 0.48 5 

Total 100.00 13.26 25.01 0.78 60.95 0.44 4 

* F.S.I. by actual ~determination. 

C.E.S. #lb 
November 29, 1973. 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



HALFERDAHL & ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SAMPLE NO.: COMPOSITE #2 

TABLE 6: WASHABILITY DATA: +lOO MESH 

Specific 
Gravity 

wt.% 

- 1.30 55.73 

1.30 - 1.40 26.27 

1.40- 1.50 3.84 

1.50 - 1.60 2.03 

1.60 - 1.80 1.58 

+ 1.80 10.55 

Total 100.00 

Fractional I-- 

C.E.S. #lb C,YCLONR ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
November 29, 1973. Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 

Ash% 

1.84 

5.97 

17.61 

28.13 

39.8? 

83.3C 

13.26 

A103 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

Cumulative 

FL :s Sir ?a 
wt.% Ash% wt.% Ash% 

55.73 1.84 100.00 13.26 

82.00 3.16 44.27 27.63 

85.84 3.81 18.00 59.25 

87.87 4.37 14.16 70.54 

89.45 5.00 12.13 77.64 

100.00 13.26 10.55 83.30 



HALFERDAHL & ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SAMPLE NO.: COMPOSITE #2 

TABLE 7: 

C.E.S. 116 
November 29, 1973 

HEAD ANALYSES OF -100 MESH 

Weight 10.80 % 

Ash 15.98 % 

Volatile Matter 25.60 % 

Residual Moisture 0.70 % 

Fixed Carbon 57.72 % 

F.S.I. 5% 

Sulphur 0.48 % 

A104 
CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



HALFBRDAIIL & ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SAMPLE NO.: COMPOSITE #2 

TABLE 8: FROTH FLOTATION TEST ON -100 MESH 

Test Conditions 

Solids, by weight in Slurry 

Time of Flotation 

Flotation Recovery 

Reagents 

Reagent Consumption 

A105 
CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

10 % 

1 minute 

81.67 % 

MIBC and Fuel Oil (1:3) 

0.35 lb./ton 

Analyses of the Products 

Concentrate Tailin@ 

Ash 5.73 % 62.15 % 

Volatile Matter 26.42 % 16.91 % 

Residual Moisture 0.81 % 0.16 % 

Fixed Carbon 67.04 % 20.78 % 

F.S.I. 6 k 

Sulphur 0.51 % 0.15 % 

C.E.S. #16 
November 29, 1973. 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



A106 
CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. _ 

HALFBRDAHL &ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SAMPLE NO.: COMPOSITE #2 

TABLE 9: CLEAN COAL COMPOSITE 

Composition: +lOO Mesh Floats at 1.80 

-100 Mesh Froth 

Total Yield 

Proximate Analysis 

90.06 % 

9.94 % 

88.61 % 

Ash 

Volatile Matter 

Residtial Moisture 

Fixed Carbon 

F.S.I. 

Sulphur 

BTU/lb. 

5.11 % 

26.18 % 

0.84 % 

67.87 % 

5% 

0.49 % 

14,570 

C.E.S. #16 CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
December 10, 1973 Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



HALFERDAEL& ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SAMPLE NO.: COMPOSITE ii2 

TABLE 10: MINERAL ANALYSIS OF ASH 

SiO2 

Al203 

"2'3 

cao 

@SO 

Na20 

%O 

so 3 

C.E.S. #16 
December 10, 1973 

54.10 % 

33.82 % 

1.66 % 

4.00 % 

0.37 % 

0.82 % 

0.61 % 

0.83 % 

A107 
CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



A108 
I  

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

HALFERDAHL & ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SAMPLE NO.: COMPOSITE #3 Trojan Seam in Drill Hole 5 

TABLE 1: ANALYSES ON READ SAMPLE 

Ash 37.57 % 

Yolatile Matter 19.90 % 

Residual Moisture 0.63 % 

Fixed Carbon 41.90 % 

F.S.I. 3 

Sulphur 0.49 .% 

C.E.S. #17 
November 29, 1973. 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



A109 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

HALFERDAHL & ASSOCIATES LTD. , 

SaMpLE NO.: COMPOSITE #3 

TABLE 2: SIZE CONSIST OF HEAD SAMPLE 

Wei,qht % 

+lOO Mesh 90.47 

-100 Mesh 9.53 

Total 100.00 

C.E.S. #17 CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
November 29, 1973 Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



All0 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

HALFERDAHL & ASSOCIATES LTD. 

TABLE 3: 

Wk. 

Ash 

Volatile Matter 

Residual Moisture 

Fixed Carbon 

F.S.I. 

Sulphur 

C.E*S. #17 
November 29, 1973 

HEAD ANALYSES OF +lOO MESH 

90.47 % 

38.69 % 

19.55 % 

0.53 % 

41.23 % 

3 

0.48 % 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



-. 

All1 
CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

HALFERDAHL & ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SAME'LE NO.: COMPOSITE #3 

TAEXE 4: WEIGHT % AND PROXIMATE ANALYSIS OF SPECIFIC 
GRAVITY FRACTIONS FOR +lOO MESH 

I sp. Gr. wt.% Ash% V.M.% R.M.% F.C.% S% 
I 

4 - 1.30 36.36 2.30 29.06 0.64 68.00 0.71 

1.30 - 1.40 14.90 8.03 24.60 0.60 66.77 0.63 

1.40 - 1.50 4.24 16.99 23.28 0.52 59.21 0.60 

1.50 - 1.60 2.52 28.09 22.20 0.50 49.21 0.59 

1.60 - 1.80 2.16 39.46 20.49 0.41 39.64 0.59 

- 1.80 39.82 83.94 7.67 0.22 8.17 0.24 

Total 100.00 37.74 19.27 0.45 42.53 0.50 

C.E.S. #I7 
November 29, 1973 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



HALFERDAB &ASSOCIATES LTD. 

All2 
CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

SAMPLE m.: COMPOSITE #3 

TABLE 5: WEIGHT %, PROXIMATE ANALYSIS AND FREE SWELLING 
INDEX OF CUMUIATIVE FLOATS: +lOO MESH 

sp. Gr* Pt.% Ash% V.M.% R.M.% F.C.% S.% F.S.1.x" 

- 1.30 36.36 2.30 29.06 0.64 68.00 0.71 8 

- 1.40 51.26 3.97 27.76 0.63 67.64 0.69 7% 

- 1.5@ 55.50 4.96 27.42 0.62 66.99 0.68 7 

- 1.6(1 58.02 5.96 27.19 0.61 66.22 0.68 6% 

- 1.80 60.18 7;16 26.95 0.60 65.27 0.68 6 

Total 100.00 37.74 19.27 0.45 42.53 0.50 3 

* F.S,I. by actual determination. 

C.E.S. #IT 
November 29% 1973 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



All3 
CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

HALFFXDABL & ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SAMPLF, NO.: COMPOSITE #3 

TABLE 6: WASHABILITY DATA: +lOO MESH 

Specific 
Gravity 

Fractional 

Wt.% Ash% 

- 1.30 36.36 2.30 

1.30 - 1.40 14.90 8.03 

1.40 - 1.50 4.24 16.99 

1.50 - 1.60 2.52 28.09 

1.60 - 1.80 2.16 39.46 

+ 1.80 39.82 83.94 

C.E.S. #17 CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
November 29, 1973. Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 

100.~00 37.74 

T 
H 

Cumulative 

Floats ' 
wt. % 1 Ash% 

Sir 
wt.% 

100.00 

63.64 

48.74 

44.50 

41.98 

39.82 

3 

Ash% 

37.74 

57.99 

73.26 

78.62 

81.65 

.83.94 



All4 
CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

HAiZERDAHL & ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SAMPLE No.: COMPOSITE #3 

TABZ??. 7: HEAD ANALYSES OF -100 MESH 

Weight 9.53 % 

Ash 33.42 % 

Volatile Matter 21.03 % 

Residual Moisture 0.64 % 

Fixed Carbon 44.91 % 

F.S.I. 3% 

Sulphur 0.64 % 

C.E.S. #17 
November 29, 1973 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



. 

HALFERDAHL &ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SAMPLE NO.: coM??osIm #3 

TABLE 8: FROTH FLOTATION TEST ON -100 MESH 

Analyses of the Products 

Concentrate Tailinns 

13.12 % 68.98 % Ash 

Volatile Matter 

Residual Moisture 

Fixed Carbon 

F.S.I. 

Sulphur 

25.65 % 11.46 % 

0.59 % 0.22 % 

60.64 % 19.34 % 

7 WA 

0.64 % 0.61 % 

C.E.S #17 
November 29, 1973. 

Test Conditions 

Solids, by weight in Slurry 

Time of Flotation 

Flotation Recovery 

Reagents 

Reagent Consumption 

A115 
CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

10 % 

1 minute 

64.16 % 

MIBC and Fuel Oil (1:3) 

0.35 lb./ton 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



All6 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

HALFERDAHL & ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SAMPLE NO.: COMPOSITE $13 

TABI 9: CLEAN COAL COMPOSITE 

Composite +lOO Mesh at 1.80 

-100 Mesh Froth 

Total Yield 

Proximate Analysis 

Ash 

Volatile Matter 

Residual Moisture 

Fixed Carbon 

F.S.I. 

Sulphur 

BTU/lb. 

C.E.S. #I7 
December 10, 1973 

89.90 % 

10.10 % 

60.56 % 

7.78 % 

26.78 % 

0.44 % 

65.00 % 

6 

0.67 % 

14,090 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



A117 
CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

EAXFERDAHL & ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SAMPLE NO.: COMESOITE 1~3 

TgBLE 10: MINERAL ANALYSIS OF ASH 

SiO, 

A1203 

Fe203 

CaO 

MgO 

Na20 

K2° 

so3 

C.E.S. #I7 
Dzcember 10, 1973. 

59.45 % 

25.87 % 

5.82 % 

2.07 % 

0.32 % 

0.44 % 

0.63 % 

0.42 % 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



: 
All8 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

HALFERDMIL &ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SAMPLE BO.: COMPOSITE ii% Unnamed Seam about 65 Feet above Mogul Seam 

in Drill Hole 6 

TABLE 1: Ah?ALYSE'S OF HEAD SAMPLE 

Ash 

Volatile Matter 

Residual Moisture 

Fixed Carbon 

F.S.I. 

Sulphur 

C.E.S. #18 
November 29, 1973 

42.03 % 

31.00 % 

0.37 % 

26.60 % 

% 

0.34 % 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



HALFERDARL 4 ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SAMPLB NO.: c0m0s1TB iI4 

TABLE 2: 

. . 

C.E.S. 1118 
November 29, 1973 

All9 
CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

SIZE CONSIST OF HEAD SAMPLE 

Weight % 

i-100 Mesh 96.11 

-100 Mesh 3. 

Total 100.00 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



Al.70 
CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

HALFERDAHL & ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SAMPLE NO.: COMPOSITE #4 

TABLE 3: 

C.E.S. $118 
November 29, 1973 

HEAD ANALYSES OF HO0 MESH 

wt. 96.11 % 

Ash 41.25 % 

Volatile Matter 31.71 % 

Residual Moisture 0.38 % 

Fixed Carbon 26.66 % 

F.S.I. % 

Sulphur 0.34 % 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



A121 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

BBI;FERDAHL 6. ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SAMPLF NO.: COMPOSITE ilu, 

TABLE 4: WEIGHT % AND PROXIMATE ANALYSIS OF SPECIFIC 
GRAVITY FRACTIONS FOR +lOO MESH 

sp. Gr. Wt.% Ash% V.M.% R.M.% F.C.% S% 

- 1.40 34.31 2.56 22.86 0.45 74.13 0.73 

1.40 - 1.50 1.51 14.45 22.42 0.41 62.72 0.94 

1.50 - 1.60 0.58 23.93 23.80 0.27 52.00 2.26 

+1.60 63.60 61.00 36.82 0.34 1.84 0.14 

,?!&Cotal 100.00 40.03 31.74 0.38 27.85 0.37 

C.E.S. #18 
Kovember 29, 1'973 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



Al22 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

HKC,FERDAHL&ASSoCIATES LTD. 

SBMpIE NO.: COMPOSITE #4 

TABLE 5: WEIGHT %, PROXIMATE ANALYSIS AND FREE SWELLING 
INDEX OF CUMUIATIVE FLOATS: + 100 MESH 

sp. Gr. Wt.% Ash% V.M.% R.M.% F.C.% S.% F.S.I.* 

'- 1.40 34.31 2.56 22.86 0.45 74.13 0.73 2 

- 1.50 35.82 3.06 22.84 0.45 73.65 0.74 2 

- 1.60 36.40 3.39 22.86 0.45 73.30 0.76 1% 

Total 100.00 40.03 31.74 0.38 27.85 0.37 % 

*. P.S.T. by aczual determination 

C.E.S. #18 
I?ovember 29, I973 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



HALFERDARL & ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SAMPLE NO.: COMPOSITE #4 

TABLE 6: WASHABILITY DATE: +lOO MESH 

1.40 - 1.50 

1.50 - 1.60 

Al23 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD, 

Fractional Cumulative 

C.E.S. #lS CYCMNE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
November 29, 1973. Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 

Wt.% 

34.31 

1.51 

0.58 

63.60 

100.00 

Floats Floats Sinks Sinks 
Ash% Ash% Wt.% Wt.% Ash% Ash% Wt.% Wt.% Ash% Ash% 

2.56 2.56 34.31 34.31 2.56 2.56 100.00 100.00 40.03 40.03 

14.45 14.45 35.82 35.82 3.06 3.06 65.69 65.69 59.60 59.60 

23.93 23.93 36.40 36.40 3.39 3.39 64.18 64.18 60.66 60.66 

61.00 61.00 100.00 100.00 40.03 40.03 63.60 63.60 61.00 61.00 

40.03 



Al24 
CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

HAIZERDABL & ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SAMPLE NO.: COMPOSITE #4 

TABLE 7: 

C.E.S. #18 
Noveoiber 29, 1973 

HEAD ANALYSIS OF -100 MESH 

Weight- 3.89 % 

Ash 39.11 % 

Volatile Matter 28.20 % 

Residual Moisture 

Fixed Carbon 

F.S.I. 

Sulphur 

0.60 % 

32.09 % 

%- 

0.38 % 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



Al25 
CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

HALE'ERDAHL & ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SAMPLE NO.: COMPOSITE #:5 Mogul Seam in Drill Hole 6 

TABLE 1: 

C.E.S. #19 
November 29, 1973 

ANALYSES OF HEAD SAMPLE 

Ash 

Volatile Matter 

Residual Moisture 

Fixed Carbon 

F.S.I. 

Sulphur 

6.35 % 

23.54 % 

0.52 % 

69.59 % 

1 

0.64 % 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



. 

A126 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

HALFERDAHL & ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SAMPLE No.: COMPOSITE iI5 

TABLE 2: SIZE CONSIST OF READ SAMPLE 

Weight % 

+lOO Mesh 90.33 

-100 Mesh 9.67 

Total 100.00 

C.E.S. f/19 CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
November 29, 1973 Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



Al27 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

HALFRRDAHL &ASSOCIATES LTD. 

sAMJ?LE NO.: COMPOSITE #5 

TABLE 3: HEAD ANALYSES OF +lOO MESH 

wt. 90.33 % 

Ash 6.25 % 

Volatile Matter 23.31 % 

Residual Moisture 0.59 % 

Fixed Carbon 69.85 % 

F.S.I. 1 

Sulphur 0.63 % 

C.E.S. #19 
November 29, 1973 

CYCUXJE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta., Canada. 



Al28 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

HALFERDAHL & ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SAMPLE NO.: COMPOSITE #5 

TABLE 4: WEIGHT % AND PROXIMATE ANALYSIS OF SPECIFIC 
GRAVITY FRACTIONS FOR + 100 MESH 

i Sp. Gr. Wt.% Ash% V.M.% R.M.% F.C.% S% 
------- 

- 1.40 88.63 2.62 22.18 0.64 74.56 0.64 

1.40 - 1.50 3.55 11.84 25.62 0.49 62.05 0.75 

1.50 - 1.60 1.02 19.2s 30.21 0.43 50.08 0.69 

+l.bO 6.80 49.11 45.61 0.32 4.96 0.53 

I Total 100.00 6.28 23.97 0.61 69.13 0.64 
I 

C.E.S. #I9 CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
November 29, 1973. Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 

-7 



Al29 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

l-JALFERrJAEL 6. AssooIATEs LTD. 

SAMPLE NO.: COMPOSITE #5 

~TAELE 5: WEIGRT %, PROXIMATE ANALYSIS AND FREE SWELLING 
INDEX OF CUWJIATIVS FLOATS: +lOO MESH 

sp. Gr. wt.% Ash% V.M.% R.M.% F.C.% S.% F.S.I.* 

- 1.40 ,88.63 2.62 22.18 0.64 74.56 0.64 1% 

- 1.50 92.18 2.97 22.31 0.63 74.08 0.64 1% 

- 1.60 93.20 3.15 22.40 0.63 73.82 0.64 1% 

Tot4 100.0~ 6.28 23.97 0.61 69.13 0.64 1 

*F.S.L by ac~amal determination. 

C.E.S. #19 
November 29, W73. 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



A130 
CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

HBI;FERDBfIL & ASSOCIATES LTD. 

smLE m3.: coMposI!fE #S 

TAELE 6: WASHABILITY DATA: t-100 MESH 

Specific Fractional Cumulative 
Gravity 

Floats Sinks 
wt.% Ash% Wt.% Ash% Wt.% Ash% 

- 1.40 88.63 2.62 88.63 2.62 100.00 6.28 

1.40 - 1.50 3.55 11.84 92.18 2.97 11.37 34.80 

1.50 - 1.60 1.02 19.28 93.20 3.15 7.82 45.22 

+1.60 6.80 49.11 100.00 6.28 6.80 49.11 

Total 11 100.00 1 6.28 11 I I 1 I II I II I I I 

C.E.S. #19 CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Novendxz 29, 1973 Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



A131 
CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

HALFERDAHL h AssocuT~s LTD. 

SAMPLFa NO.: coMPosITJ3 #5 

TABLE 7: 

C.E.S. #lY 
November 29, 1973. 

READ ANALYSES OF -100 MESH 

Weight 9.67 % 

Ash 4.68 % 

Volatile Matter 22.90 % 

Residual Moisture 0.74 % 

Fixed Carbon 71.68 % 

F.S. I. 1 

Sulphur 0.77 % 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



Y 

Al32 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

HALFERDAHL & ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SAMPLE NO.: COMPOSITE #6 Castle Point Seam in Drill Hole 6 

TABLE 1: ANALYSES ON HEAD SAMpI 

Ash 

Volatile Matter 

Residual Moisture 

Fixed Carbon 

F.S.I. 

Sulphur 

C.E.S. #20 
November 29, 1973 

68.86 % 

9.83 % 

0.50 % 

20.81 % 

1 

0.46 % 

CYCLONR ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



Al33 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

HALFERDAHL&ASSOCIATES 

SAMPLE NO.: COMPOSITE #6 

TABLE 2: SIZE CONSIST OF HEAD SAMPLE 

Weight % 

+lOO Mesh 90.10 

-100 Mesh 9.90 

Total 100.00 

C.E.S. if20 CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
November 29, 1973 Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



Al34 
CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

IiALFERDABL&ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SAMPLE NO.: COMPOSITE #6 

TABLE 3: READ ANALYSES OF i-100 MESH 

wt. 90.10 % 

Aah 69.51 % 

Volatile Matter 9.80 % 

Residual tiisture 0.48 % 

Fixed Carbon 20.21 % 

F.S.I. 1 

Sulphur 0.46 % 

C.E.S. #20 
November 29, 1973 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



Al35 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

HALFERDUIL & ASSOCIATES LTD. 

SAMPLE NO.: COMPOSITE i/b 

TABLE 4: WEIGHT % AND PROXIMATE ANALYSIS OF SPECIFIC 
GRAVITY FRACTIONS FOR +I00 MESH 

sp. Gr. Wt.% Ash% V.M.% R.M.% F.C.% S% 

- 1.40 20.56 5.97 26.39 0.58 67.00 1.16 

1.40 - 1.50 4.02 17.97 23.53 0.33 58.17 1.27 

1.50 - 1.60 2.23 30.68 21.59 0.60 47.13 1.01 

+ 1.60 73.19 91.43 3.89 0.45 4.23 0.24 

Total 100.00 69.55 9.70 0.48 20.27 0.48 

7 C.E.S. #20 
November 29, 1973. 

. . . 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



Al36 
CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

HALFERDAHL & ASSOCIATES LTD. 

sAMl?LE NO.: COMPSOITE #6 

TABLE 5: WEIGHT %, PROXIMATE ANALYSIS AND FREE SWELLING 
INDEX OF CDMUIATIVR FLOATS: +lOO MESH 

sp. cc. wt. % Ash % V.M.% R.M.% F.C.% S.% F.S.I.* 

- 1.40 20.56 5.97 26.39 0.58 67.06 1.16 9 

- 1.50 24.58 7.93 25.92 0.54 65.61 1.18 8 

- 1.60 26.81 9.82 25.56 0.54 64.07 1.16 7 

Total 100.00 69.55 9.70 0.48 20.27 0.48 1 
I 

* F.S.I. by actual determination. 

C.E.S. #20 
November 29, 1973. 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



Al37 
CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

EALFERDAHL & &SSOCIATES LTD. 

SAMPLE NO.: &MPOSITE #6 

TABLE 6: WASHABILITY DATA: +lOO MESH 

Specific 
Gravity 

- 1.40 

1.40 - 1.50 

1.50 - 1.60 

+ z*m 

Total 

Fractional 

Floa 
Wt.% 

20.56 5.97 100.00 69.55 

24.58 7.93 79.44 86.00 

26.81 9.82 75.42 89.63 

100.00 69.55 73.19 91.43 

Cumulative 

Ash% 
Sin 

wt. % Ash% 

G.E.S. #ZO CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
November 29,1!?73 Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 



Al38 
CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 

HALFZRDAHL & ASSOCIATES LTD. 

s-m NO.: COMPOSITE #6 

TABE 7: HEAD ANALYSES OF -100 MESH 

Weight 9.90 % 

Ash 61.93 % 

Volatile Matter 11.85 % 

Residual Moisture 0.54 % 

Fixed Carbon 25.68 % 

F.S.I. 1% 

Sulphur 0.59 % 

C.E,S. #20 
Nov5nber 29, 1973. 

CYCLONE ENGINEERING SALES LTD. 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 
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APPENDIX 1 : LITHOLOGIC LOGS OF DRILL HOLES 



A2 

DRILL LOGS 

Company: Cinnabar Peak Mines Ltd. 

Drill Hole No. 4A Page 1 

Property: Peace River Canyon Properties 

Location: 525’ S, 800’ W of the NE 

corner of Lot 1065 

Azimuth: - 
Dip: -98” 

Depth: 496’92 Started: August 14, 1973 

Core recovered: 98% Finished: August 20, 1973 

Core: NQ Casing: NW, 121’ left in Drilled by: Shepherd Enterprises Ltd. 

Logged by: G.A. Checklin 

Purpose: To test the Superior and Troian Seams. 

Footage Interval Description 

0’0” - 127’0” 127’0” Overburden, mainly silt or clay; triconed depth 127’0”; 

casing 121’0” 

MOOSEBAR FORMATION 

127’0” - 326’0” 199’0” Mudstone, black to dark-grey; fine-grained; irregular 

conckoidal fracture; preferred partings at 80°-850 to 

core axis and across, with blocky fracture network 

common; in places, regular fractures at 75’-80° to 

core axis carry white filling; locally friable, locally 

fissile; a few fractures at about 20’ to core axis 

locally; cubic and scaly pyrite common, possibly 

other sulfides; carbonaceous specks and patches, 

locally with plant tissue structure; local coal traces; 

locally calcareous, especially near pyrite; glauconitic 

sections; gypsum crystals locally. 

123’9” - pyrite common. 

129’5”-129’6” - irregular pyrite form. 

131’9” - plant remains, white scale, in fossil section. 

132’5” - plant remains with coal. 

140’6+’ - green mineral in fracture. 

146’6”-149’3” - numerous blebs of pyrite, some 

around white material : 

147’0” - fracture at 20° to core axis, with pyrite. 

.  .  .  .  rr..^..*. I .  .“e^-*....-c SC.. 



A3 . 

Company: Cinnabar Peak Mines Ltd., Property: Peace River Canyon Properties 

Drill Hole No. 4A : Page 2 

Footage Interval Description 

151’0” - fracture at 20’ to core axis, slightly curved. 

158’0” - plant remains in fracture. 

’ 161’5”-162’1” - lighter colored zone, associated with 

fracture. 

161’9” - fracture at 10’ to core axis. 

170’3”-170’11” - lighter colored zone, associated with 

fracture. 

171’0”-171’1” - two fractures at 45’ and 38’ to core 

axis with pyrite and calcite filling. 

174’1” - fracture at 770 to core axis, with associated 

shearing. 

174’1”-174’j” - pyrite blebs and minor carbonaceous 

material and coal; calcite around or inside pyrite. 

174’7”-175’1” - lighter colored. 

177’6” - shearing at 55’ to core axis. 

186’7”-187’0” - curved fracture at low angle to core 

axis. 

190’0” - fracture at 75’ to core axis with mud and 

fragments. 

191’0”-191’5” - ground core. 

191’5”-193’0” - lost core, 

206’5”-207’0” - lost core, in run to 207’. 

216’0” - partings at 80’ to core axis. 

216’6”-216’10$-” - lighter grey. 

219’0”-237’5” - fine white veinlets in. fractures in 

friable mudstone; fractures at 82O, 770, to core 

axis, variable. 

226’6”-227’4” - pyrite blebs. ’ . 

229’10” - start of fracture at 10’~ to core axis. 

232’3”-232’6”. - lighter colored. 

233’1”-233’7” - lost core, in run 227’-233’7”. 



.A4 . 

Company: Cinnabar peak Mines Ltd. 

Drill Hole No. 4A 

Property: Peace River Canyon Properties 

Page 3 

Footage Interval Description 

235’3”-236’3” - local blebs of pyrite. 

237’0” - fracture at 30° to core axis, slightly 

across parting at 75O to core axis. 

237’5”-296’11” - darker, almost black; sheared 
locally; many minor fractures but mostly without 

the white veinlets seen uphole; local silty patches. 

242’11” - crumbly white material with angular 

fragments of shale. 

245’42 - fracture at 78O to core axis; crumbly 

white material. 

245’6~-245’7” - shearing at 80’ to core axis. 

245’7&” - mud vein with fragments of shale;. 

calcareous. 

245’10”-245’11” - mud vein with shale fragments 

in dull white calcareoui material. 

245’1 l”-246’0” - lost core. 

247’8” - pyrite in irregular silty band. 

249’ 1” - irregular band of pyrite with bleb pf 

pyrite at 249’12. 

249’9” - shearing at 70° to core axis. 

249’10”-249’11” - light-colored, with granular 

pyrite’on fracture face; fine calcite-filled 

fracture. 

251’0” - shearing near fracture at 70’ to core axis. 

251’2” - plant impression in fracture at 15O to core 

axis. 

251’9”-252’0” - lost core. 

252’7”-254’0” - lost core. 

254’0”-254’3” - light-colored band, roughly 

paraHel to core axis, with calcite and pyrite 

veinlets. 



A5 

Company: Cinnabar Peak Mines Ltd. Property: Peace River Canyon Properties 

Drill Hole No. 4A Page 4 

Footage Interval Description 

254’3”-255’11$” - very fissile at 85’ to core axis, 

and friable. 

255’11&“-257’0” - lost core. 

257’0”-257’10” - core friable and broken. 

257’10”-263’12 - fissile, friable, very dark grey, 

With minor blebs of pyrite; partings at about 80’ 

to core axis. 

263’1#‘-264’1&” - shaly, lighter colored; with 

breaks at darker bands. 

264’1$“-274’11” - shaly, dark, friable, fissile, 

with parting at 75’-78’ to core axis; pyrite blebs, 
as at 269’9”; ribbed core. 

274’1 l”-275’8” - lighter colored, slightly harder. 

275’8”-277’9” - dark-grey, shaly; friable, highly 

fissile at about 80’ to core axis. 

277’9”-278’1” - light-colored, with green tinge. 

278’1”-280’0” - shaly. 

From 280’0” - partings farther apart. 

281“4”-281’8” - lighter colored; “rabbit-ear” 

pattern of pyrite blebs at 281’8”. 

282’1”-282’4” - light-colored. 

282’1 O”-283’5” - more pyrite than before, 

particularly as irregular streaks at about 8” to 
core axis. 

285’6”-285’11” - silty bands at 80° to core axis 
and irregular. 

286’4”-286’6” - irregular pyrite streak at 10” to 

core axis. 

From 286’11” - friable and very fissile at 80’ to 

core axis. 

287’5” - bleb of pyrite. 

288’2”-288’3#r - irregular pyrite streak at about 

10’ to core axis. 



A6 

Company: Cinnabar Peak Mines Ltd. Property: Peace River Canyon Properties 
Drill Hole No. 4A Page 5 

Footage Interval Description 

288’1 l”-289’5” - dark, with scattered light- 
colored material; pyrite blebs downhole. 

292’10”-293’5” - lighter colored, slightly silty; 
streaky banded pattern. 

295’82 - band of whitish siltstone; upper contact 
irregular; lower contact at 80° to core axis; 
rounded shale inclusions. 

296’29”-296’39” - whitish siltstone band; irregular 
upper contact. 

296’6”-296’11” - paler, greenish-tinged, with 
many blebs of pyrite; lower contact gradational. 

296’1 1”-317’43’ - dark, shaly, fissile, friable, with 
partings at 80°-82’ to core axis; very soft; much 
pyrite locally in blebs and streaks aligned with tiny 
veinlets in fractures or partings, but rarely in fractures 
themselves. 

302’2” - 2” band of white fine-grained sandstone at 
81° to core axis. 

304’3” - 3” band of white-grey sandstone at 80’ to 
core axis; felspathic, silty at bottom, slightly 
calcareous; soft. 

304’3~-304’8” - shaly with tiny grains of siliceous 
material, both oval and irregular in shape; 
increasingly mixed downhole; becoming sandier 
towards lower contact. 

304’8”-304’9&” - band of fine-grained sandstone 
and siltstone, at 80’ to core axis; tinged with 
rust locally. 

305’1”-305’11” - lighter brown, with darker 
gradational contacts; pyrite blebs and streaks. 

308’7” - elongated pyrite blebs, portly parallel to 
partings at 82’ to core axis. 

309’3” - numerous pyrite blebs. 

309’10”-310’2” - brownish shale. 

‘...:,*;. ,,. .’ _-. : , p..;..’ 

MA, F;ranau, D bF9”C,PTFS LTlT 
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313’2”-313’8” - much pyrite in “chromosomal” 

strands. 

314’4”-314’6” - pyrite blebs. 

315’0”-315’5” - “chromosomal s$ands” of pyrite in 

elongated group trending at 6 to core axis. 

315’6”-316’0” - many pyrite blebs, generally 

elongated inoapproximate direction of parting 

planes at 80 to core axis. 

317’32’ - flecks of coal. 

317’4P - plant remains on uphole fracture face; 

glauconite on downhole face. 

317’4#‘-319’10” - glauconitic. 

317’7”-318’0” - glauconitic; “chromosomal” pyrite 

complex. Pyrite blebs here and elsewhere are not 

always all pyrite, but are in places partly of 

indeter&ate pale-brown material which may be 

.more or less replaced by the pyrite, especially 

near margins. 

318’0”-318’11&” - light-brown shale, darkened 
with glauconite. 

318’3”-31815?jll - irregular pyrite blebs. 

318’7-‘-“-318’11$~ - partings.change from 80° to 

70’ to core axis. 

318’1lkl - fracture at 55’ to core axis, at 

contact. 

318’11?2”-319’3” - medium hard, very fine grained, 

compact, light-brown, silicified; lower contact 

at 83O to core axis; contains darker shale masses. 

319’3”-31914$’ - darker, glauconitic, with pyrite 

blebs; gradational lower contact. 

319’4$“-319’10” - brown, fine-grained, similar fo 

above, gradational lower contact. 
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328’9” - 329’0” 0’3” 

32YO” - 330’10” 1’10” 

330’10” - 331 I,? 

331’6;” - 333’1’ 

_ .__ -- . 

1 II 

2191’ 

2’4$’ 

319’1 O”-326’0” - fissile, friable, with partings at 80° 

to core axis, locally varying to 75’-78’; pyrite 

very common, with lenses and streaks more or less 

aligned with parting direction; minor lighter colored 

silty bands. 

319’10”-320’10” - much pyrite, as large aligned 

blebs and lenses, and cross-cutt’ing. 

324’62 and 324’93’ - minor silty bands, some 

pyrite . 

325’6”-325’9” - several pyrite lenses aligned at 

85’ to core axis. 

GETHING FORMATION 

Conglomerate, pebbles up to $” of dark chert, white and 

light-grey sandstone, ha.rd dull-brown and greenish- 

grey material, pyrite and pyrite-bearing material, all 

more or less rounded but’nof closely packed; matrix 

.highly impure argillaceous sandstone, with sub-rounded 

to angular grains of quartz and felspar and locally 

considerable glauconite; coal trace. 

Contact ione indicating that parts of the conglomerate 

slumped into the plastic beds below. 

Shale and siltstone - interbedded shale and dark- and 

light-colored siltstone, some sandstone; banding variable 

in range 81°-70’ to core axis; locally distorted. 

Sandstone, light-grey, banded uphole, homogeneous 

downhole, mainly of white or light-grey angular 

grains, with tiny angular fragments of black’shale 

giving a “pepper-and-salt” appearance; uphole bands 

are shaly and locally carbonaceous; coal traces. 

Shale, mainly; alternating silty and shaly bands near both 

contacts at 80°-82O to core axis; much aligned pyrite. 

‘<‘ “il.~<,>t:I 332’0”-333’4” - 
._ .Y.). ..:-. “ ‘: 

fissile, partings about 3/8” apart. 

-. . . 
_-_. 333’4’1-333’9” - finely fissile, friable, .black. 
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333’ 11” - 335’6” 

335’6” - 339’9” 

339’9” - 342’8” 

342’8” - 345’1$1 

1’7” 

4’3” 

Sandstone-siltstone-shale series. 

333’11”-334’4&” - sandstone, “salt-and-pepper” type, 

with some shale inclusions; mainly without pyrite 

except near or in shale. 

334’4+335’6” -miIty tind shaly bands alternating 

irregularly. 

334’9”-335’OP - shalier, more pyritic. 

Shale. 

335’6”-338’3” - mainly dark-brown; fissile; partings 

2 to 2’ apart. 

338’3”-339’9” - mainly dark-grey to black; very 

fissile; with irregular silty masses near bottom. 

2’11” Sandstone-siltstone-shale series. 

339’9”-340’9” - mainly fine-grained sandstone and 

siltstone. 

340’0” - irregular fracture at 47’ to core axis 

containing carbonaceous material. 

340’9”-342’8” - silty and darker shaly bands .at 82’- 

85’ to core axis; local plant remains. 

342’6”-342’8” - minor coal layers, one thicker 

than $” . 

2159 Coal, SUPERIOR SEAM, bright, clean, with main 

fractures at 80’ to core axis. 

344’3” - fractures at 5’ to core axis. 

343’7+343’8$’ - parting, irregular silty band. 

343’8+34&‘6” - fractures at 60° to core axis; 

others nearly parallel to core axis. 

343’9$‘-343’11” - band of brown siltstone at 70’ to 

core axis; coal lenses with rims of white material 

normal to the lenses. 

34410&11 - slickensides at 75O to core axis. 



. 
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345’lP - 346’6” 

346’6” - 356’1” 

356’1” - 357’OP 

357’OP - 357’11 :I’ 

1 I,$1 

9’7” 

344’1”-344’22 : brown, silty parting, drstorted. 

344’5:“-344’7” - irregular brown silty calcareous 

parting, .with a lens of coal. 

Sample 168 342%” - 34.5’12 215$1 

Black shale, dense, slightly silty; with plant remains and 

minor local coal; gypsum; towards the bottom, irregular 

patches of fine-grained sandstone. 

345~-345flaJ-~~ - plant remains and minor coal. 

Sandstone, siltstone and shale. 

346’6”-349’3” - mixed fine-grained argillaceous 

sandstone and siltstone, poorly banded, but one 

distinct band at 70’ to core axis and one shale 

band at 80’ to core axis; sandier uphole, shalier 

downhole. 

349’3”-350’2” - well banded and finely interbedded 

siltstones and thinner shales; most shale bands 

fracture in S-shapes; regular bands at 85O to core 

axis. 

350’2”-355’5” - siltstone and shale interbedded, 

irregular; partings locally carbonaceous; traces 

of coal locally; banding at 78’-82O to core axis. 

355’5”-356’1” - mainly black shale with banding at 

83’ to core axis. ’ 

0’11.2’ Black shale - banded; fine-grained, dense;A.fissile at 80° 

to core axis; two minor coal bands close to lower 

contact. 

0’11” Coal, mainly clean coal with bright and duller bands. 

357’0.4”-357’2&” - mixed coal and brown sil tstone. 

357’2$‘-357’2$” - brown siltstone with interbedded 

coal at 80 to core axis; pyrite. 

357’2:I’ - pyrite streak. 
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359’3k’ - 365’S+” 6’5” 

.365#8$” - 366’2” 015$li 

366’2” - 366’3” 0’1” 

366’3” - 366’10” 0’7” 

366~10" -36911111’ 3’12 

369’1’,1?,,, -374’5” 415$I 

357’33”-357’63” - fractures at So-loo to core axis. 

357’10+357’112 - brown on surface; alternating 

dull and bright coal. 

Sample 169 357’03” - 357’11&” 0’11” < 

Black shale, locally coaly and carbonaceous, especially 

uphole, and with some plant remains; thin coal lenses 

uphole at 870 t o core axis, but breaks are irregular. 

358’11”-359’3-9 - silty bands at 80’ to core axis. 

Shale-siltstone, interbedded; minor fine-grained 

sandstone; shale predominant, black; banding 

.irregular at 80’ to core axis; fissile. 

Black shale, fissile at 80’ to core axis, weakly banded. 

Coal, fragments of banded, glossy-bright conchoidal, 

steely-brighi and dull coal. 

Black shale, locally coalyd especially uphole; numerous 

irregular partings at 75 -80 to core axis. 

Shale, brbwn, becoming dark grey; slightly silty; irregular 

break; minor coal and carbonaceous plant remains 

locally. 

369’3” - brown band or lens at 82O to core axis. 

369’10;‘-369’1 lk’ - contact zone, weakly banded. 

Siltstone and shale, banded. 

369’11+371 I,$‘, - mainly siltstone and fine-grained 

sandstone with shale bands, both brown and dark- 

‘grey; irregular sil tstone and sandstone bands of up 

to 2” at 75’ to core axis. 

371’8+374’5” - shale mainly, black, especially 

near bottom, finely interbedded with silty bands 

at 78’-80’ to core axis; fissile; minor coal. 
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37&Y - 375’11” 

375’11” - 376’32 

376’32 - 376’62 

376’62 - 379’2” 

379’2” - 379+ 

379’3” - 379’4” 

379’4” - 380’2’” .T 

380129 _ 390:7” 

1’6” 

0’1” 

0’1” 

O’lOkl 

10’42 

Black shale, progressively coaly downhole; thin layers of 
coal at 80 to core axis; locally carbonaceous; numerous 

coal lenses. 

Coal, shaly; thinly interbedded coal and shale. 

Black shale, locally coaly. 

Shale, dark-brown; a few bands of harder light-brown 

shale at 80’ to core axis. 

377’6”-377’8” -- two well-marked light-brown harder 

bands. 

Black shale, coaly. 

Coal, shaly, banded at 85’ to core axis. 

Shale, dark-brown, with streaks, lenses, and distorted 

bonds of sil tstone towards lower contact. 

Sandstone-siltstone-shale series. 

380’2~;I’-381 ‘5” - shaly initial phase; one 2” band of 

fine-grained sandstone. 

381’5”-383’11” - main sandstone phase, fine-grained, 

lighter colored, locall cross-bedded; banding 

variable, including 7 P to core axis, 88O to core 

axis across it, 65’-70’ to core axis across that; 

grains irregular, indistinct, including quartz, felspar, 

argillaceous fragments; dark, shaly partings, locally 

carbonaceous. 

383’1 l”-390’7” - mainly finely interbddded, variable 

siltstone and darker shale; banding near 80° to core 

axis, slightly distorted or variable; much included 

argillaceous material, more shaly downhole. 

From 388’0” - mainly dark shale. 

390’1”-390’3$” - alternating black shale and siltstone 

bands. 
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390’7” - 391’2” 0’7” 

391’2” - 391’3” 0’1” 

391’3” - $921& 0’11” 

392’2” - 392’10” 0’8” 

392’10” - 393’9” 0’11” 

393’9” - 42212311 28’$-” 

Black ihale, homogeneous, fine-grained, locally 

carbonaceous; fracture at 2O to core axis. 

Coaly black shale, with thin coal bands at 80’ to core 

axis. 

Coal, interbedded and banded coal, and partings. 

391’3”-391’44” - fragments, including: cannel, partly 

rectangular, some conchoidal faces; banded coal, 

subrectangular; $” parting of brown shale with local 

coal. 

39114&391 l8J-ll - variable coal, including banded 

coal at 80°2to core axis; glossy-bright conchoidal; 

mixed steely-bright and duller coal, similar to 

cannel, dull coal with plant tissue structure; 

fractures at 10’ and 3” to core axis. 

391’8+392’0” - parting, brown shale and siltstone, 

with thin layers of coal especially near contacts; 

dark buff earthy specks. 

391’10”-391’11” - pyrite streaks and pate*, 

partly aligned with banding at about 87 to 

core axis. 

392’0”-392’1” - coal, steely-bright and glossy-bright; 

subrectangular fragments. 

392’1”-392’2” - coal, banded; cannel at lower contact. 

Shale, dark-brown; coal in lenses and thin bands uphole. 

392’42’ - l/8” coal band at 83’ to core axis. 

Shale-siltstone-sandstone, calcareous; interbedded; 

irregular bands; dark-brown shale; fine-grained 

sandstone; pyrite in fine-grained aggregates between 

grains locally. 

Sandstone-sil tstone-shale series, calcareous; some massive, 

some banded, mainly at 75 -80° to core axis, but cross- 

bedding also present; minor differences in composition 

between different bands; minor shale sections, narrow 

beds; coal traces and pyrite scale in partings, locally. 
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393’9”~400’5” - banded sandstone, fine-grained, cross- 

bedding in places. 

394’2+” - #’ band of shale at 77O to core axis. 

395’82 - plant remains, coal. 

396’0” - thin shale band; a little coal. 

396’8” - shale parting with coal and pyrite; calcite 

vein. 

397’1” - pyrite in parting. 

399’3” - thin shale lens. 

400’5” -black shale band; thin coal lens. 

400’5”-414’0” - “pepper and salt” sandstone, mainly 

massive, homogeneous; darker bands in short sections, 

“ some at 70°-73O to core axis; cross-bedding; minor 

coal, locally fossiliferous. 

400’7$’ - lens of shale, rusty outline. 

401’8&” - minor lens of coal at 80° to core axis. 

402’6$’ - coalified plant remains, fibrous pyrite. 

403’6”-403’9” - black shaly filling in irregular 

fracture at about 15’ to core axis, cross-cutting 

banding traces at 80’ to core axis. 

40.5’11” - thin band of shale at 85O to core axis. 

407’2”-408’5” - shaly fillings, in irregular streaky 

fractures. 

407’2” - carbonaceous material in main trend of 

fracture. 

408’0” - trace of coal in shaly fracture. 

409’8” - shale parting at 80’ to core axis. 

409’11~-412’11” - white flecks and pelecypod 

shell fossils. 

41 1 ‘3-J” - fossil shell profile, both valves 

present. 
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422’2$” - 431’ 

413’02 - thin calcite veinlet at 75O :o <ore uxis; 

sotne banding at 70°-73’ to core axis; local 

cross-bedding. 

414’0”-422’24” - mainly banded, partly more massive; 

bands sharp and closely spaced, at 80°-85O to core 

axis and 70°-75O to core axis; cross-bedding; plant 

remains, carbon, coal. and scale pyrite in partings; 

locally‘calcareous. 

414’9” - thin shale band at 75’ to core axis; wavy 

fracture, carbonaceous. 

415’4” - thin shale band at 83’ to core axis. 

416’11” - “notching” of bands downwards. 

417’2$’ - thin calcite veinlet approximately 

parallel to core axis. 

418’32 - wavy shale parting, smooth face. 

418’5” and 418’6” - smooth face of break. 

418’10” - small mass of darkly-banded material. 

420’8” - coal in shale parting; traces of pyrite. 

421’2” - coalified plant remains in shale parting; 

elongated pyrite blades. 

42210”-422’2$’ - somewhat darker, gradational to 

more shaly series below. 

Shale-siltstone series; interbedded; mainly dark-grey and 

black scale, in centre, locally carbonaceous; lighter 

colored, more silty near upper and lower contacts; 

bands mainly irregular in thickness and distorted, but 

where regular are at 80° to core axis; easy but irregular 

partings along shale bands; pyrite locally, especially as 

scale in shale partings; locally calcareous, siltstones 

more so; pelecypod fossils locally. 

422’2+424’11” - more silty beds.. 

424’11”-428’24” - more shaly beds, close network of 

fractures; friable. 

.426’9”-426’10” - pebble or part of siltstone band 

around which shale is benf. 
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431’9” -43g’;l” 7’19 

438’11” _ 444’1 l$” 61(@ 

428’22 -431’92 - siltier, some interbedded shale. 

428’32’ - two pelecypod fossils. 

431’3”-431’4” - black shale between fractures at 

80’ and 75’ to core axis; silty lenses. 

Sandstone and siltstone with minor shale as fine dark 

partings; calcareous; weak banding at %O” to core 

axis; coal traces locally; several calcite veinlets. 

436’S”-438’1 1” - contact zone; more shale in 

irregular bands and partings. 

Shale-siltstone-sandstone series, interbedded; brown 
shale; light-colored fine-grained sandstone; wide 

bands, especially shale, sharp and regular about 

7%‘-80’ to core axis; blocky fracture network of 

shale locally; calcareous. 

439’3”-439’46” - banded material, rather dark, 
mixed shale and silt. 

441’5k’ - fine-grained sandstone, lenses. 

444’4” -44.4111 p - siltstone and black shale, closely 

interbedded; contact zone. 

Black shale, fine bands of siltstone at 80’ to core axis; 

typical blocky fracture network. 

Lost core. This interval represents the accumulated 
Elifference between drillers’ and core logger’s 

measurements; it does not represent core lost at this 

point. 

Black shale, dense; blocky fracture network, with main 

partings at 7%’ to core axis; fracture with calcite 

approximately parallel to core. 

Coal, banded duller and brighter material, fractured. 

447’7”-447’9” - coal, dull with some bright bands at 

83’ to core axis; fractures parallel to core axis 

and along banding. 
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45W ‘I - 454’7” 3’5” 

454’7” - 4.55’11” 7 ‘4” 

455’ 11 If - 457’6” 1’7” 

457’6” - 458’10” 1 r4” 

458’10” - 458’11” 0’1” 

458’11” - 469’7” 10%” 

447’9”-448’59 - coal, much as before; alternating 

thin bands of dull and bright coal; minor slickensiding. 

447’9”~448’0” - mainly bright coal, well fractured. 

Sample 170 447’7” - 448’5$” O’lO$’ 

Black shale, with coal in lenses at about 75’ to core axis; 

blocky fracture network; locally carbonaceous. 

Shale, grading from black near upper contact to dark 
brown below; plant structures, carbon, coal traces 

locally; blocky fracture,network, main partings at 

75’ to core axis; calcareous. 

Siltstone and shale, interbedded; narrower shale bands, 

at 75 when regular, some distorted; cross-bedding; 

rock dark from shale partings and shaly component in 

siltstone; calcareous. 

Shale, dark-brown; lighter colored, siltier, locally; 

blocky fracture network, main partings 2-2 apart. 

Siltstone and shale, finely interbedded, at 82O-85’ to 

core axis, regular; calcareous. 

456’4+456’9$r - lost core in the run of 446’9$‘- 

456’95”. 

Shale, dark-grey and brown, calcareous uphole, less so 

downhole; plant remains locally; carbonaceous locally; 

traces of coal; blocky fracture network; main partings 

vary, 85O to 75’ to core axis. 

Coaly black shale; lenses and part-bands of coal, some 

glossy-bright. 

Coal, TROJAN SEAM. 

458’1 l ”-460’3” - dull coal with bright sections; 

fractures at 3’, 5’, 70, 10’ to core axis; intact 

core. 
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&()‘3”&0’9$’ - bright coal, partly as elongated 

rectangles; broken core. 

460’9+%1’4” - bright coal, banded at 80’ ‘to core 

axis; fracturing about 5’ to core axis, variable; 

intact core. 

461’4U62’10&” - dull coal, bright coal bands and 

specks. 

4,5l’9+46l’lO~‘ - white “bone” band at 10’ to 

core axis. 

462’10:“-463’8” - dull coal, some glossy-bright 

specks, streaks; irregular patches of white “bone” 

material. 

463’7”-463’3” - glossy-bright coal band. 

463’8”-464’2” - siltstone parting, light-brown; streaks 

of coal. 

463’10”-463’11~p - altered material, some coaly 

fragments. 

464’2” -wavy contact between siltstone and coal. 

464’2”-464’7” - glossy-bright coal; main fracture ai 

.,lOO to core axis; intact core. 

464’7”-465’2” - glossy-bright coal, rectangular 

fragments; broken core. 

465’2”-465’8?i” - glossy-bright coal; intact core. 

465’8+466’8” - 

10’ 

mixed glossy-bright and dull coal, 

fractured at to core axis; 

at 78O-80° to core axis. 

bands of bright coal 

466’S”-466’10-$” - steely-bright coal; intact core. 

466’10+467’1” - glossy-bright, steely-bright, and 

dull coal; broken core. 

467’1”-468’0” - glossy-bright csal with some dull at 

the top, sl ightlJ banded at 80 to core axis; 

fractured at 10 to core axis. 
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469’7” - 478’4;’ 

468’0”-469’7” - mainly glossy-bright, portly steely- 

bright coal; fractured at loo to core axis. 

468’0”-468’8” - intact core . 

468’8”-469’7” - rectangular pieces and small 

fragments; broken core. 

8’9” 

Sample 171 458’11” - 461’4” 2’5” 

Sample 172 461’4” - 463’8” 2’4” 

Sample 173 463’8” - 464’2” 0’6” 

Sample 174 464’2” - 467’1” 2’11” 

Sample 175 467’1” - 469’7” 2’6” 

Shale, dark-brown to dark-grey, fine-grained, locally 

-tier; local banding in short sections, not regular; 

local blocky fracture network; carbonaceous partings 

locally; local thin coal lenses; plant remains common. 

470’7”-470’11” - banded at 62’ .to core axis. 

471’0”-471’4” - banding at 7!T” to core axis. 

471. ‘5” - fracture at 8” to core axis. 

472’8”-472’9” - two narrow coal lenses, at 770 to 

core axis. 

472’94” - fracture at 60’ to core axis; with slicken- 

sided black carbonaceous material; badly broken 

core downhole. 

474’0”-474’8” - banding at 85’, then 8lo, to core 

axis, and irregular. 

474’3”-474’8” - several thin coal lenses at 80°, 

73O, 75’ to core axis. 

475’0”-475’3” - banding at 75’ to core axis and 

irregular. 

475’8” - banding at 80’ to core axis. 
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87’62’ 7 aafo~~ o:$Il Lost core, in the run from 85’3” - 88’0”. 

11411. Coal (coalified mineral matter?), material similar to that 

in 87’5$’ - 87’69, but some sections are heavier in 

weight. 

aa’o~~-aaf2~~ - fragmented material, part of which 

shows banding at 78’-80’ to core axis; rectangular 

fracture pattern. 

88~2~~-88~2p - similar material; intact core. 

88qp-88qp _ $” sandstone band at 78’ to core axis. 

afy2~wpy6~~~ - similar dark, but white speckled, 

material, lighter colored downhole; the top 1” 

carries much white granular material in the form 

of ptygmatic veins; faint banding locally by similar 

white material at 70° to core axis; weak fracturing at 

2o-3’ to core axis,’ and weak parting at 770 to core axis. 

88’6$WW9~ - soft white felsic material; 

contact at 78’ to core axis. 

uphole 

. 

gy9pqyop - lighter colored section with more 

white mica-like specks; heavier than darker material. 

89’0~-89’2$” - mainly fragmental material, darker in 

color, lighter in weight. 

89~2+q9y - band showing white material in a 

ptygmatic vein structure, (about 50% of rock is 

vein). 

89’3”-89’4” - white-speckled cannel material with 

thin coal lenses near lower contact. 

6+’ Coal, TROJAN SEAM. 

89bp-9113$1 _ coal, thin bands of glossy-bright 

alternating with dul I coal sections; banding mainly 

at 78’ to core axis, others at 80°-83’ to core axis; 

rectangular fracture pattern, approximately parallel 

and normal to core axis; pyrite scale locally; intact 

core. 
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Footage Interval Description 

..487’3$“,487’7” - coaly shale; lenses of glossy-bright 

conchoidal coal at 70’ to 80’ to core axis. 

487’5” - irregular coal lens, glossy-bright 

conchoidal; thin calcite veinlet. 

487’7” - 489’6” 1’11” Coal, glossy-bright and steely-bright bands at 80°-83’ 

7 core axis, variable; common fracture 10” to core 

axis, others 15’, 7” to core axis. 

487’0$‘-487’99 - shaly coal; coal layers at 83’ to 

core axis and also cross-cutting at 80’ to core axis. 

489’3”-489’6” - fingly interbedded dull and glossJ- 

bright coal, at 77 to core axis; fractures at 10 to 

core axis. 

Sample 176 487’7” - 489’6” I’ll” 

489’6” - 490’42 f)‘lOg’ Black shale, locally coaly; dense, carbonaceous locally; 
blocky fracture network locally. 

489’6”-489’10” - thin coal lenses and streaks at 70’ 
to core axis and variable; carbonaceous partings; 

plant remains. 

490’2”-490’4$” - gradational to silty shale below, dark- 
brown. . . 

490’4;” e 493’8” 3’39 Siltstone, shaly, dark-grey or brownish to light-grey; 

interbedded more and less silty band3 mainly distorted 

and irregular, but locally at 78O-82 to core axis. 

490’4$‘-490’9&” - very dark silty shale, gradational 

from section above. 

493’8” - 495’9$’ 2’JJ” Shale, grey to light-grey, and dark-brown downhole; 

Icky fracture network, with main partings at 80’ to 

core axis; slightly calcareous. 

494’1”-494’3s” - light-grey shale, silty. 

494’71’1-495’9”’ - 
6 2 

silty shale, dark-brown, banded at 

80 and 78 to core axis. 
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Footage interval Description 

495’94” - narrow glossy-bright conchoidal coal and 

shale layers in wavy fracture. 

495’92 - 4?6’9$’ 1’0” Lost core. 

’ 
496’99 End of H.ole . . 

Note: Water level at surface. 

-. 

. 
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1911’ 5” - 193’ 0” 

205’ 5” - 207’ 0” 

233’ 1” - 233’ 7” 

245’ 11” - 246’ 0” 

251’ 9” - 252’ 0” 

252’ 7” - 254’ 0” 

wqi&- _ 2571 0” 

&’ 0” - 446’9P 

456’ 4%’ - 456’9411 

4% 5$,, - 476’99 

495’ 9?,, - 496899 

Lost Core 

1’ 7” 

0’ 7” 

0’ 6” 

0’ 1” 

0’ 3” 

1’ 5” ( 

1 ‘OJ” 

0~9~~~~ 

0’ 5” 

0’44” 

1’ 0” 

~IO~ll . 

From drill run 

183’3” - 193’0” 

199’0” - 207’0” 

227’0” - 233’7” 

233’7” - 245’0” 

246’0” - 252’0” 

252’0” - 254’0” 

254’0” - 257’0” 

436’0” - 446193 

446’99 - 456’93” 

466’9p - 476’99 

486’9P - 496’9$” 

Core Recovery = 98% - 
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A24 

Property: Peace River Canyon Properties 
Location: 1075’ S, 2525’ E of the NW 

corner of Lot 1060 

Azimuth: - 
Dip: -90’ 

Depth: 137’ 
Core recovered: 91% 

Core: NQ Casing: NW, 14’ left in 

Started: August 21, 1973 
Finished: August 24, 1973 
Drilled by: Shepherd Enterprises Ltd. 
Logged by: G .A. Checklin 

Purpose: .To test the Trojan Seam near its subcrop beneath overburden. 

Footage Interval Description 

10’0” - lO~0~ 

1 0’02 - 10’1” 

10’1” - 10’102 

1oq0~r - 11’29 

11’29 _ 12192 

12192 - 17’0” 

1<7’0” _ 19122 

Casing 10 feet; 4 feet added later. 

Sandstone, finely banded; coal locally; trace- plant remains. 

Coal, fragments; platy rectangular, glossy-bright 
xnchoidal; remnants of 10” seam exposed in bulldozer 

trench at drill site. 

0192 

0’4” 

Lost core, coal (see above): 

Sandstone, dark-brown; fine shale partings at 670 to core 
axis; traces of coal; partly broken core. 

1’7” Sandstone, light-colored, leached; straggly coarse banding 
at 60 to core axis. 

1 p-&l - friable, dark-brown, slightly rusty weathered 
material, 

4’2:” Lost core. 

2’24tl Sandstone, calcareou;, fize-grained, finely banded at 
various angles (63 -70 ) to core axis; thin shale partings; 
shale and siltstone sections; coal traces locally. 

17’&?“-17’10” - interbedded shale and sandstone. 

lg’2”-13’4+r - interbedded shale and sil tstone. 
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Footage Interval Description 

7’1 l$” Shale and siltstone, interbedded, cyclothemic; variably 
calcareous, with silty band of a pair more so; bands 

$” to 1” apart, at 77O and 82O to core axis. 

27’2” - 28’0” 

28’0” - 35’3” 

35’3” - 56’8” 

0’10” Lost core. 

7’3” Shale-siltstone series, locally calcareous; shale predominant, 

interbedded with thinner siltstones, about 3’ apart; bands 

irregular but trending at 75’-80’ to core axis; friable 

locally. 

29’9”:29’11” - more silty section. 

31 ‘0”31’6” - highly shaly section with regular 

banding at 82’ to core axis. 

33’0”-33’5” - more silty section. 

33*10”-34’0” - lost core. 

3412?jlr3&$11 _ irregular banding. 

34’6+35’3” - more sholy material, friable. 

21’5” Sandstone, calcareous; medium-grained, granular; fine 

darker more argillaceous layers and streaks alternating 

with wider light-colored bands, at mainly 7S” within 

range of 60°-85’ to core axis; narrow coal layers, 

lenses and streaks locally, with pyrite and minor plant 

remains. 

35’3”-36’11” - darker, more shaly ., 

38’82 - two thin coal lenses at 60’ to core axis. 

40’99 - thin coal lens, pyrite.. 

41’0” - thin coal lens; pyritized plant tissue structures. 

42’2” - shaly band at 85’ to core axis. 

42’3”&‘3” - numerous narrow coal lenses at about 

65’-70’ to core axis. 

48’6”-48’8” - several coal lenses at about 7S” to core 

axis. 
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Footage interval Description 

49’11” - well-defined shale band, curved, roughly 

at 75’ to core axis. 

50’1” - pyrite with coal in parting. 

51 ‘o”-j-jl,J-~r - several coal lenses at 65’ to core axis 

and irregular. 

52’1 l$’ - thin lens of coal. e. 

55’2”-56’0” - lost core. 

56’0”-56’8” - harder, more silty; less calcareous; 

several thin coal layers and lenses. 

56’3p - 2” siltstone band about 80” to core axis; 

thin coal lens downhole. 

56’8” _ 87’531 30’9$‘1 Shale, silty, variably calcareous; dark-grey to dark-brown, 

depending on shale to silt ratio; soft, little variation; 

blocky fracture network locally; weakly banded at 

about 80’; coalified plant remains, carbon patches; 

minor coal locally, with pyrite. 

57’3”-57’8” - darker, more shaly, with typical fracture 

pattern; partings at 85’to core axis. 

59r01159r3~ - brown section; calcareous in patches. 

59’0” - pyrite associated with coal in break. 

59’23” - break with faint plant’remains, patches of 

carbon and a little coal. 

5913$1 - band at contact at 78’ to core axis. 

59r611 - thin coal lens. 

59r10$r - band of silt at 75O to core axis. 

60’4”-61’8” - highly calcareous, interbedded 

siltstone and shale at 70° to core axis. 

62’4$’ - pyrite, carbon and coal in break. 

62’8”-62’11$” - silty; irregular shale bands at 80° to 

core axis, with carbon, coal, plant tissue structures. 

63’10”-64’5” - interbedded dark shale and greyer 

material at 75’to core axis. 
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Footage Interval Description 

64’9”-68’11” - lighter brown; widely spaced partings; 

carbonaceous, plant remains, pyrite locally. 

68’10”-68’11” - siltstone band; lenses of silt wifhin 

more shaly material. 

6811 rll-70129 _ more shaly section; blocky fracture 

network. 

69’7” - thin coal lenses branching from node of 

stem of coal, with pyrite; S-shaped fracture. 

73’9”-77’11” - light-colored section banded at about 

75O-78’ to core axis; blocky fracture network (more 

irregular). 

74149 - glossy-bright conchoidal coal mass in 

curved break, with pyrite. 

78’4$! - glossy-bright conchoidal coal lens. 

78’8”-80’10” - lighter-colored section; faint banding 

at 75O to core axis (shaly bands). 

82’0”-83’7” - lighter colored section; siltier bands 

at 80°-850 to core axis; some cross-bedding. 

83’8”+34’2” - banding at 73O to core axis, slightly 

irregular; lighter colored, siltier bands alternating 

with more straggly and finer shaly bands. 

88’2L85’6” - blocky fracture network of shale common. 

85’6”~86’1” - siltier bands and lenses. 

86’ 1 II -g715+1 - block fracture network of shale with 

main partings at 7 -80° to core axis. # 

8617$-11 - fine-grained, more silty, brown band at 

about 75O to core axis. 

87$x _ contact, coaly material. 

,+I _ 871621 0’1” Coal (coalified mineral matter?), dark, nearly black; 

medium-grained, granular; isolated white mineral 

grains, not calcite, in black matrix; not typical 

cannel; fractures at 3’5’ to core axis. 
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Description 

87’62’ 7 aafo~~ o:$Il Lost core, in the run from 85’3” - 88’0”. 

11411. Coal (coalified mineral matter?), material similar to that 

in 87’5$’ - 87’69, but some sections are heavier in 

weight. 

aa’o~~-aaf2~~ - fragmented material, part of which 

shows banding at 78’-80’ to core axis; rectangular 

fracture pattern. 

88~2~~-88~2p - similar material; intact core. 

88qp-88qp _ $” sandstone band at 78’ to core axis. 

afy2~wpy6~~~ - similar dark, but white speckled, 

material, lighter colored downhole; the top 1” 

carries much white granular material in the form 

of ptygmatic veins; faint banding locally by similar 

white material at 70° to core axis; weak fracturing at 

2o-3’ to core axis,’ and weak parting at 770 to core axis. 

88’6$WW9~ - soft white felsic material; 

contact at 78’ to core axis. 

uphole 

. 

gy9pqyop - lighter colored section with more 

white mica-like specks; heavier than darker material. 

89’0~-89’2$” - mainly fragmental material, darker in 

color, lighter in weight. 

89~2+q9y - band showing white material in a 

ptygmatic vein structure, (about 50% of rock is 

vein). 

89’3”-89’4” - white-speckled cannel material with 

thin coal lenses near lower contact. 

6+’ Coal, TROJAN SEAM. 

89bp-9113$1 _ coal, thin bands of glossy-bright 

alternating with dul I coal sections; banding mainly 

at 78’ to core axis, others at 80°-83’ to core axis; 

rectangular fracture pattern, approximately parallel 

and normal to core axis; pyrite scale locally; intact 

core. 
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Footage Interval Description 

9113+91 “J-1 - greJ sa;dstone parting; mrnor coal in 

thin bands at 81 -82 to core axis. 

91’5%93’8% _ coal; glossy-bright bands alternating 

with dull sections, the latter with plant tissue 

structures; dull streaks in bright coal; weak 

banding; intact core. 

91’5%91’6?2” - duller section. 

91’6+92’0” - generally brighter coal. 

92’0”-93’@~ - bright and dull coal bands and 

streaks; fine-grained. 

93’5” and 93’6” - layers of glossy-bright coal. 

9318&L9410~ - parting; black shale at contacts, 

with coal patches and streaks; fine-grained 

sandstone in centre with coal traces. 

94’02,94’2$’ - dull coal . 

94’2$“-95’3” - coal, mainly glossy-bright; well- 

fractured; mainly broken core. 

95’3”-95’6” - parting, carbonaceou; shale. 

95’6”-95’94” - mixed coal slack; some coaly shale 

fragments. 

Sample 177 89’4” - 91’32 

Sample 178 91’3$” - 91’5” 

Sample 179 91’5” - 93’83 

Sample 180 ‘93’82 - 94’04” 

Sample 181 9410+1 - 95’3” 

Sample 182 95’3” - 9.5’6” 

Sample 183 95’6” - 95*9&” 

l’llk’ 

oq?,ll 

2132 

0’4” 

1’2$’ 

0’3” 

0’3P 
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Footage Interval Description 

95’9P - 94’3” Ol,$U 

96’3” - 97’0” 0’9” 

97’0” - 97’7” 0’7” 

97’7” - 98’5” 0’10” 

101’1~ - lolrll;r’ 0’10” 

Shale, dark-brown to black; thin bands and streaks of 

coal locally. 

Lost core, from run of 88’ - 97’. 

Siltstone; a little coal in streaks; more silty from 97’5”. 

Siltstone, light and dark bands; banding distorted6 but 

trending at 65’ to core axis uphole, and at 75 and 

80’ to core axis downhole. 

Sample 184 95’99 - 98’5” 1 ‘lO$-‘r (rock) 

0’9” (lost core) 

Coal (part of Trojan Seam). 

98’5”-99’3” - coal, mainly glossy-bright; local 

pyrite; pa.rtly broken core, rectangular pieces. 

98’6’1-98’7” - duller section. 

99’3”-99%” - parting; sandstone with small lenses of 

white-rimmed coal at 90’ and 80’ to core axis; 

upper and lower contacts at 60° and 85O to core 

axis. 

99’6”400’8~ - coal; glossy-bright, banded at 75’- 

80’ to core axis; mainly broken core. 

Sample 185 98’5”’ - 99’3” oq& 

Sample 186 99’3” - 99’6” 0’3” 

Sample 187 99’6” - 100’8$” 1 ‘24” 

Coaly siltstone, dark, shaly, with considerable glossy- 

bright coal in numerous thin bands at 75O and 80° to 

core axis, variable. 

Siltstone and fine-grained sandstone, grey; irregular 

banding at 60°-80’ to core axis, some caused by 

shale partings and bands, some by coal bands and 

thin lenses. 
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Footage Interval Description 

101’11~ G102’2” 0’2l” 

102’2” - 102’5” 0’3” 

102’5” - 102’6” 0’1” 

102’6” - 102’7” 0’1”. 

102’7” -102’11” 0’4” 

102’11” -103’11P 1 I,$.u 

103’11$” -104’8”. 0’8:” 

104’8” - 105’0” 

105’0” - 105’2” 

105’2” -105’11” 

105’11” - 106’0$” 

614” 

0’2” 

0’9” 

o*lJ” 

From 101’8” - more shaly downwards. 

Coaly shale; coal lenses and bands at 78O to core axis. 

Coal, banded, glossy-bright. 
-. 

Coaly shale; thin coal bands and lenses. 

Black shale; minor coal lenses. 

Sandstone, siltstone and shale; cyclothems of coarser 

sandstone and siltstone with narrower shale layers, 

at 77° to core axis and irregular. 

Shale - mainly shale; irregular siltier bands locally. 

Sandstone and shale - fihe-grained sandstone; thin 

partings of black shale at 75O to core axis; more 

shaly towards lower contact. 

104’72 - coalified plant remains with pyrite; _ 

Si I tstone, with fine shale layers at 770 to core axis 

and irregular. 

Black shale; minor coal lenses; plant remains in partings 

at 8Oo to core axis. 

105’1$~’ - start of fractureat 40’ to core axis, with 

pyrite . 

Coaly black shale; numerous coal lenses and layers; 

plant remains in partings at about 83’ to core axis. 

105’6” - 2 coal layer, fracturing into tiny 

glossy-bright rectangles. 

105’6$’ - 105’7$’ - fine-grained sandstone band. 

Coal, glossy-bright conchoidal alternating with steely- 

mght and duller coal, in bands at 80° to core axis; 

fracture system at 8’-loo to core axis; partings 

parallel to banding. 
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Footage interval Description 

106’0+’ - 106’4” 

106’4” - 106’82 

106’8?jll - 107’0” 

107’0” - 107’6” 

107’6” - 109’2” 

109’2” - 109’3” 

109’3” - 109’4” 

109’4” - 109’6” 

109’6” -110’0” 0’6” 

110’0” -112’8” 2’8” 

0 r,qrr 

014.$I 

013+l1 

0’6” 

1’8” 

0’1” 

0’1” 

0’2” 

Coaly black shale, glossy-bright conchoidal lenses; 

partly fragmented; fragments of coal to &“. 

Shale, dark; blocky fracture pattern; plant remains; 

partings irregular. 

Shale, dark (as in 106’4” - 106’82); lower contact 

at 75O to core axis. 

107’5F - fracture at 42’ to core axis. 

Black shale, variably coaly, and with plant remains 

locally. 

107’6”-107’7$” - some coal lenses; partly broken 

core. 

107’79-107’11” - coaly; much coal finely inter- 

bedded with shale. 

107’1 l”-109’2” - fewer coal lenses and layers, of 

about l/16”. 

Coaly black shale; coal lenses and layers, shale 

between; plant remains. 

: ,. 

Coal, locally shaly; mainly dull coal with brighter 

-%i-rds at 78’ to core axis; fractured at 2’-3’ to 

core axis. 

Coal, mixed bright and dull, banded at 80’ to core 
-. 

axts. 

Sample 188 109’3” - 110’0” 81911 

Lost core; densilog and neutron log indicate. mainly 

coal. (Drill pump and hydraulic system broke down). 
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Footage Interval Description 

112’8” - 13’4” 

13’11” 

1’13’1’1” - 1 l!j13$1 

115’3;” -117’11” 

1’4+ll 

217$1 

117’11” -125’3” 7’4” 

125’3” - 127’6” 

127’6” -131’2” 

0’8” 

0’7” 

2’3” 

3’8” 

Coaly b’xk shale; coal lenses up to l/16”; intact 

core. 

Black shale, coal and’plant remains locally. 

113’10”-113’11” - white veinlets at 80° to 

core axis. 

Shale, dark-grey, with blocky fracture network. 

Shale, silty, dark-grey to brown; lighter-colored, 

siltier bands at 80’ to core axis locally; blocky 

fracture network locally. 

11&O”-116’4” - banded at SO0 to core axis. 

Shale, dark, locdlly a little silty; blocky fracture 

network common; minor coal lenses locally; 

plant remains; partings at 78’ to core axis. 

120’5” - large pyrite mass. 

124’4”-124’43” - two coal lenses (l/16” and 2). 

124’5+125’3” - contact zone; silty, with 

blocky fracture network. 

Sandstone, fine-grained. 

126’0”-126’4” - massive sdndstone, shalier uphole. 

126’4”-127’6” - weakly banded at 65O-75’ to 

core axis, locally distorted; lighter colored 

sandier beds and narrower, darker, shaiier beds. 

Shale, dark-grey, with blocky fracture network 

absent in local lighter brown siltier sections. 

127’7”-128’22 - more silty. 

129’11”-130’2$’ - more silty. 

130’5”-130’9” - several coal lenses at different 

angles. 
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Footage Interval Description 

131’2” - 134’4” 

134’4” - 136’4” 

136’4” - 136’92 

136’9&” - 137’0” 

137’0” 

Shale, silty, brownish-grey; banded locally at 80’ 
foore axis. 

131’2”-132’0” - traces of blocky fracture network. 

131’5”-131’9” - ‘weakly banded with sil tier, 
lighter colored bands at 80°-85’ to core axis. 

Siltstone-shale, interbedded at 80°-85’ to core axis. 

134’4”-134’11” - siltstone bands predominant. 

134’11”-136’4” - shale predominates; siltstone 
occurs as irregular bands and lenses at 85O to 
core axis. 

Shale, silty, dark brown, homogeneous, fine-grained. 

Lost core. 

End of DDH t.5 

Water level at 46 feet. 
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10’1” - lO'lOL, 

12'9# - 17'0" 

27'2" - 28'0" 

33'10" - 34'0" 

55'2" - 56'0" 

87'6;" - 88'0" 

96'3" - 97'0" 

'10618P - 107'0" 

110'0" - 112'8" 

136'9$" - 137'0" 

Lost Core 

019&/l 

412$11 

0'10" 

0'2" 

0'10" 

O'SP 

0'9" 

013$ll 

2'8" 

(y-&II 

From drill run 

10'0" - 12’0” 

12'0" - 17'0" 

20'0" - 28'0" 

28'0" - 34'0" 

48'0" - 56'0" 

85'3" - 88'0" 

88'0" - 97'0" 

97'0" - 107'0" 

107'0" - 117'0'1 

127'0" .- 137'0" 

1 1 '24-I' 

Core Recovery =91"/0 
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Company: Cinnabar Peak Mines Ltd. 

Drill Hoi.: No. 6 Page 1 

Property: Peace River Canyon Properties 

Location: 1560’ S, 550’ W of the NE 

corner of Lot 1060 

-Azimutfi: - 

Dip: -90” 

Depth: E 

Core recovered: 92% 

Core: NQ Casing: NW, 290’ left in 

Started: August 25, 1973 

Finished: September 18, 1973. 

(abandoned) 

Drilled by: Shepherd Enterprises Ltd. 

Logged byi G.A. Checklin 

Purpose: To test coal seams including the Little Mogul and Mogul in the Gething 

,Formation below the Trojan Seam. 

Footage Interval Description 

0’0” - .294’0” 294’0” Overburden; triconed depth 294’; casing 290’. 

294YY - 294’11” 0’11” Lost core; probably not coal; some pieces of cave in this 

section. 

294%; 1 ‘r- 295’5” 0’6” Shale, soft, dark-greyd very fine grained; not Moosebar 

type; parting at 70 to core axis (may not be bedding 

plane); some fragments included. 

295”5”’ - 2q7*2p 1’92 Coal, intact core, banded at 80’ to core axis, with one 

fracture system parallel to core, another across this 

approximately at right angles; partly dull (plant 

structures) and partly steely-bright; minor glossy- 

bright coal; local pyrite. 

296’0” - fracture at 10’ to core axis. 

29613p - plant remains in parting at about 75’ to 

core axis. 

296’10”-297’2$” - strong fractures at 20’ to core 

axis: two parallel to each other, and one cross- 

cutting. 

Sample 191 295’5” - 297’29 1:9+1 
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,‘2+’ - 299’4” 2’1+lI 

.299’4” - 299’5$” 

299’5$” - 300’0” 

3G3rO” - 300’3” 

0’69 

0’3” 

300’3” - 300’10~ ,172 

Shale,. calcareous; soft; pale purple-grey; fine-grained, 

with paiches of agate-like banded material; rock cut 

by numerous small calcite veinlets, SeneLally irregular, 

with widths variable, trending at 75 -85 to core axis; 

minor coal or carbonaceous material locally, along 

fractures and partings, with pyrite scale. 

297’6” - start of irregular fracture at 10’ to core axis. 

Coaly shale, upper contact gradational from c$careous 

shale above; lower contact with coal at 77 to core 

axis. 

Sample 192 297’29 - 299’5$” 2’3” 

Coal, mixed dull with plant structures and steely-bright 

With some glossy-bright; local pyrite, mostly in 

fractures or partings at 78O to core axis; intersecting 

fractures at 20’ and loo to core axis. The drill 

blocked at 300’, evidently at a shale contact. 

Sample 193 299’5&” - 300’0” ,l,$tl 

Black shale, carbonaceous, with local “ribbing” as of 

plant structures, along with pyrite; minor coal locally 

in thin plates. 

Sample 194 300’0” - 300’3” 0’3” 

Coal, intact core generally, mainly steely-bright with 

minor glossy-bright and some dull; local glossy-bright 

bands at 70’ to core axis. Uphole section has strong 

parallel fractures at 25O to core axis; second fracture 

direction at 35’ to the core axis, approximately normal 

to the 25’ direction. 

300’6” - fracture at 25’ to core axis, with gouge of 

l/32”. 

300’7”-3OO’lOp - some fractures at 10’ to core axis. 

300’9” - plant remains, dull, earthy. 

Sample 195 300’3” - 300’102 OI,$ll 
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300’10~ - 301’7” ,@tl 
Black shale, local minor coal, locally carbonaceabs; 

pyrite scale locally; ribbed structure2 of plant remains 

locally; partings irregular, abput 70 to core axis. 

Sample 196 300’10$” - 301’7” OI@.N 

3OV7” - 302’1” 0’6” Coal, mainly steely-bright, partly glossy-brighi, with a 

few dull plant remains; locally banded at 80 to the 

core axis, or a little less upper contact at 7.5’ to core 

axis; lower contact at 70 
6 

to core axis. 

Sample 197 301’7” - 302’1” 0’6” 

30:!‘1” - 302’6” 0’5” Black shale, locally coaly (glossy-bright) especially near 

upper contact; fine-grained. 
. 

302’6” - 304’92 2132 Shale and siltstone, interbedded black shale and grey 

siltstone or fine-grained sandstone, locally more shaly 

‘or more silty; silty bands pinch and swell, are locally 

cross-bedded; shaly bands carbonaceous with minor 

coal, commonly in preferred partings parallel with 

banding; banding, where regular, at 72’to core axis. 

303’1 l ”-304’7” - mainly silty; lenses’, pinching and 

swelling. 

30419p - 305’0” ,I,9 Black shale, carbonaceous with minor coal locally. 

305’0” - 306’0” 1 ‘0” Lost core, coal not indicated by densilog. 

306’0” - 306’1” , 0’1” Coaly black shale. 

306’1” - 306142 0’3$ll Shale, dark, brownish; minor coal locally. 
7 

306 t&t, - 306’8” 0’3$J Siltstone and shale; two siltstone bands with dark shale 

between. 

306’8” - 306’9?i” o:l+t Shale, dark. 

306’92 - 306’11” Oll&ll Black shale, carbonaceous; thin layers of toal locally. 

306’11” - 307’0” 0’1” Lost core. 
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307'0'1, - 307'87"‘ 0’11” Shale, dark, more silty downhole; small lenses of 

sandstone locally; specks of coal, more coaly near 

upper contact; local pyrite, gypsum crystals; 

irregular fracture. 

307’6”-307’63’ - zone of fracture or shearing at 75’ 

to core axis; some broken core. 

307'69 - parting; plant impressions and minor coal. 

307'11" 1 310'10;5" 2’112 Siltstone and sandstone, with some shaly bands; soft, with 

shaly particles in the sandier bands; partly calcareous; 

banding poorly developed, variable in direction. 

31O’lOP - 3llsq” O’@ Shale, dark, fine-grained, homogeneous. 

311’4” - 319"3" 7'11" Siltstone or fine-grained sandstone, light-colored; white, 

grey, buff and dark grains; thin bands of dark fine; 

grained shale locally; bandingwhsre regular at 74 

to core axis, but variable (75 -80 to core axis, as 

near 315’); partings parallel to banding; few fractures. 

311’7+311’11~ - fractures cross banding. 

311'11" - fracfure (3/32”) filled with “mud”. 

313’6$“-313’8” - broken core . 

314’OP - “mud vein” with broken core. 

315'4"-316'0" - lost core. 

316'39 - “mud vein”. 

317’7”-317’8” - broken core, fracture at 60° to core 

axis; banding at 70’ to core axis. 

319'3" - 320"E~ 1’5P Black shale, carbonaceous, fissile at 68O to coie axis, 

with banding to 320’2”; finely divided sulfides, 

apparently pyrite; minor coal locally, especially 

near lower contact. 

320'8$'L - 32WW' or,pl Coal, cannel, with some better-grade bands and lenses. 
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325’10” - 321’4”. 5’6” Coal, .mainly steely-bright, with dull lenses and bands 

at about 68’-70’ to core axis; local glossy-bright 

bands and patches; local sooty material in fractures 

and partings. 

325’8#‘-320’10” - broken core . 

320’10”-321’1$ - intact core, with weak fracture 
I at 20°-25’ to core axis. 

321’2;” - fracture at 65’ to core axis containing 

sooty coal. 

327 ‘4” - 322’0” 0’8” Lost core, probably coal, in run from 316’ - 322’. 

322’0” - 322’2” 0’2” Lost core, probably coal, in run from 322’ - 326’. 

322’2” - 323159 , ly,, Coal, steely-bright,with dull patches with faint plant 

structure; a few glossy-bright, conchoidal bands or 

lenses; minor pyrite locally. 

322’2”-322’39 -broken core, duller, with loose 

white grains on some faces. 

322’3$L323’1~ - two fractures at 5’-8’ to core 

axis, both with carbonate veinlets. 

323’1”-323’5s” - broken core, clean, steely-bright 

with some glossy. 

Sample 199 322’2” - 323’52 , ‘39 

323=5$” - 323’7” Oll$ll Coaly black shale, carbonaceous, with partings of coal, 

including glossy-bright type; pyrite scale. 

323’7” - 323’89 5q$ll Shale, carbonaceous, with minor coal and pyrite. 

323’84” - 331’3” 7162 Shale and siltstone, interbedded; shalier above, grading 

into siltier below and downhole again becoming more 

shaly; bands at 68O-72’ to core axis. 

326’5”-327’1” - mainly siltstone. 
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~7zys _ 3321109 117$1 Black shale, with fine light-colored silty bands at 70’ to 

core axis; pyrite. 

331’3”-331’9” - lighter colored,.silty bands. 

332’10~-341’11” 910$1 Shale and siltstone, dark-grey,fine-grained, with local 

plant remains along partings and fractures; indistinct 

irregular light-colored bands, at 55’-65O to core 

axis uphole at 333’6”, 70’ to core axis at 334’7”, 

60’ to core axis at 337’6”, 75’ to core axis at 337’7”- 

337’82; towards bottom, little banded but breaks at 

about 73O to core axis. 

341’11” _ 34617$1 4182 Siltstone, with local sandstone; locally carbonaceous 

and with mica-like crystalsi lighterobands with some 

darker shalier bands, at 70 and 66 to core axis and 

irregular. 

345’6” - banding at 63’to core axis. 

346’6” - banding at 67’to core axis. 

*17$1 _ 35211$11 516~ Sandstone, slightly banded but more massive and 

-homogeneous than before, light-grey, medium- 

grainerl, soft, with black shale granules and fragments, 

and others cream-colored and pale-brown; disseminated 

pyrite locally. 

346’76”-347’6” -banding at 75’ to core axis when 

regular, but locally cross-bedded; darker bands 

fine-grained, silty. 

352’12 - banding at 70’ to core axis, possibly 

cross-bedding; but contact at 70° to core axis is 

in a plane normal to this banding and parallel to 

adjoining fainter banding. 

352’19 - 355’1” 2’1 l+’ Shale, interbedded with less siltstone; grading into rock 

mow; banding at 70°-75’ to core axis; mainly intact 

core with some broken. 

35211-&~~-35316lfi _ initial bedded section. 

353’61’-355’1 ” - mainly shale, poorly banded section. 
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355’1” - 358’8” 

358’8” - 360’4” 

Shale,’ gererally dark and homogeneous, but streaky 

and lighter colored uphole; a few bands at 70° to 

core axis; darker downhole, with black shale at the 

bottom. 

357’6”-358’8” - black shale, with a few thin silty, 

lighter colored bands at 70’ to core ax&s, cut bg 

several thin calcite veinlets at 50°, 35 and 30 

to core axis. 

Coal, LITTLE MOGUL SEAM. 

358’8”-359’1” - coal, generally steely-bright with 

plane fracture, and some glossy-bright with 

conchoidal fracture; considerable pyrite locally, 

granular; some calcite veining at 30° to core 

axis; coal tends to be granular near bottom. 

359’1”-359’2” - parting of coaly siltstone; 

disseminated pyrite, mostly in coal bands at 80° 

to core axis. 

359’2!‘-359’4” - coal, granular, including glossy- 

bright conchoidal as well as steely-bright; intact 

core. 

359’4”-360’0” - coal, banded at 70° to core axis, 

including mainly steely-bright, some glossy-bright 

conchoidal and bands of dull; pyrite common, 

some thin calcite veinlets; intact core. 

360’0”-360’23’ - coal, broken, mainly dull, but 

some steely-bright material and some glossy-bright 

conchoidal . 

360r2+3601411 - coal, mainly banded at 70’ to 

core axis, mostly dull; pyrite; fracture parallel to 

core axis; intact core. 

360’4” -1” band of glossy-bright conchoidal coal. 

Sample 200 358’8” - 360’4” 1’8” 



36O’lOP - 360’ ‘,1” oto$lI Coaly black shale, thin bands of glossy-bright coal 

vale; plant structures locally; core 

partly broken. 
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360’4” - 36018$11 0’4p Coaly black shale, with a thin band of silty material at 

72”to core axis; coal in lenses, streaks, patches and 

veinlets here and there, mainly plane-fracturing, but 

some conchoidally-fracturing #ossy-bright; irregular 

and weak fractures, one at 20 to core axis preferred 

parting and some thin layers of coal at 60’ ;o core 

axis; pyrite common. 

360’83” - 36O’lO?i” 0’2” Coal, glossy-bright bands alternating with steely-bright 
6clnds at 72’ to core axis; fractured strongly at 20 

to core axis; some dull coal with plant remains; 

pyrite scale common in fracture faces and band 

contacts. 

360’11” - 362’0” 1’1” Lost core, in the run from 355’1” - 362’; probably shale. 

362’0” - 366’82 418p Black shale, homogeneous; with an irregular (conchoidal) 

fracture at 80’ to core axis; minor coal with thin 
layers of coal locally giving preferred parting; 

carbonaceous material. 

363’7” - thin coal layer and plant structures. 

363’9”-364’4” - several partings at 60’ to core 

axis, more or less parallel. 

364’22 - bifurcated coal lens. 

364’10” - thin band of dull coal with rectangular 

fracture. 

366’8$” - 369’6” 

365’0”-366’2” - several partings at 68’-72’ to core 

axis, and irregular. 

366’4+” - coal lens, glossy black, conchoidal. 

2x9$11 Coal, MOGUL SEAM, mainly intact core, some broken, 

and slack at the end. 
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366’8;” -366’10” - coal, banded at 75’ to core axis; 

mainly steely-bright, clean, breaking with plane 

faces; bands of glossy-bright coal; broken into 

roughly rectangular pieces; calcite vein. 

366’10”-367’1” - coal, similar to previous; intact 

core; banding at 73O to core axis; main fracture 

at 13’ to core axis. 

367’1”-367’3” - coal, same as previous; broken core; 

dull bands at 85’ and other bands at 70° to core 

axis; fractures at 50°-53’ to core axis and minor 

fractures at about 15’ to core axis between them. 

367’3”-368’5” - coal; faint bands at 78’ to core 

axis with other bands slightly different; generally 

duller than previous coal, but with some steely- 

bright, glossy-bright conchoidal and sooty; fibrous 

plant strucfures; local pyrite nodules; intact core. 

367’3” - fracture at 53O to core axis. 

367’5” - fracture at 45’ to core axis. 

368’0”-368’5” - two strong fractures at 22’ and 

15’ to core axis respectively. 

368’5”-368’6” - coal, similar to previous; glossy- 

bright bands at 78’ or so to core axis; pyrite 

nodules; broken core. 

368’6”-369’4” - coal, variously steely-bright, 

conchoidal, dull conchoidal, dull with fibrous plant 

structures, or sooty; banded at 80’ to core axis; 

rounded pyrite grains or scales; intact core. 

368’1 I ” - strong fracture at 30’ to core axis, 

across banding at 75O to core axis. 

3&YO”&j$W&~ - two bands of glossy-bright coal 

with parallel platy and conchoidal fracture. 

369’4”-369’6” - coal slack, containing all types of 

coal. 

Sample 603 366’83’ - 369’6” 219~$11 
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369’6” - 369’7” 0’1” Siltstone, dark-brown, interbedded with coal; coal at 

-bothcontacts. 

Sample 616 369’6” - 369’7” 0’1” 

369’7” - 371’0” 1’5” Lost core in the run from 362’ - 371’; densilog indicates 

coal; probably part of Mogul Seam. 

371’0” - 372’4” 1’4” Coal, mainly cannel, fine-grained, light in weight, with 

matte surfaces in breaks; better grade and sooty bands; 

core partly broken. 

371’0”-371’3$’ - cannel, steely-bright but matte; 

bluish tinge, conchoidal breakage; streaks of 

glossy-bright coal; banded locally at 75’ to core 

axis; fractures at 5” to core axis; pyrite traces; 

broken core. 

371’3911,371’64” - thin bands of dull coal at 79Oand 

75 to core axis; fractured at 15” to core axis; 

intact core. 

371’6$11-371’9” -weakly banded, fractured at 20° 

to core axis with plane surface; conchoidal 

“twist-effect” on broken surface; core partly 

intact. 

371’9”-371’1 l+” - similar to above; faint banding 

at 770 to core axis; local ribbed plant tissue 

structure; two pieces of broken core. 

371’1 l$‘-372’14” - similar, broken core; calcite 

veinlet with pyrite. 

372’1+372’2$” - intact core; parting at 72O to 

core axis, fractured at 20’ to core axis. 

372’2:“-372%” - broken core, similar to previous. 

Sample 609 371’0” - 372’4” 1’4” 

372’4” - 372’72 0;3&” Lost core, probably coal. 

. . , -_ _ _ . . ^ . _ _ _ _ - - . -- 
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372’7?i” -373’1’ 

373’11” -377’4’ 

377’4” - 35’61511 

4Q0’4~ - 400!9” 

400’9” - 401’6” 

401’6” - 405’7” 

1 I,?,,, 

3’5” 

19’1” 

3’49 

0’7” 

014Jll 

0’9” 

4’1” 

Black shale, carbonaceous6 plant remains locally; 

preferred partings at 75 to core axis; pyrite. 

From 373’4” - gradational to rock below. 

Siltstone and shale - predominantly siltstone, minor 

interbedded shale; irregular distorted banding. 

Siltstone, fine-grained, but variable, light-colored; 

Wnaceous or shaly or coaly partings; regular 

banding at 77’-70’ to core axis; cross-bedding. 

Shale, dark, fine-grained; gypsum-like crystals; minor 

siltstone bands and partings at 70’ and 65O to core 

axis; darker downhole, bands at 68’ to core axis. 

Coal, mainly steely-bright, with glosy-brbht 

conchoidal streaks and bands at 70 -75 to core 

axis; dull coal locally, faint plant tissue structure; 

irregular fine fractures with grey filling. 

399’ 11” - thin sandstone parting at 65’ to core 

axis. 

Coal andsandstone, interbedded; coal predominant 

uphole at 75- to core axis, sandstone downhole at 

85’ to core axis. 

400’4+$00’6$j” - mainly coal, banded at 75’ to 

core axis; sandy particles. 

400’6j”-400’8$” - mainly sandstone, initially 

banded at 85’ to core axis; minor coal. 

400’8~‘-400’9” - glossy-bright coal band at 75’; 

dull coal parting. 

Black shale, coaly near upper contact; carbonaceous 

locally; minor silty partings; pyrite scale; gypsum 

crystals. 

Shale, dark; fine silty bands at 75’ to core axis uphole; 

preferred partings at 73’ to core axisdownhole; 

pyrite; darker near bottom; light-weight, cannel-like 

fragments at base. 
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405'7" -406'0" 0'5" Lost core in run 396’ - 406’; densilog indicates coal. 

406’0” - 486’1” 0’1” 

406'1" -406'lp oy)p 

407y&: _ 407:911 O'@l 

407'9" - 410'4" 2'7" 

410'4" - 411'4" 1’0” 

411'4" - 411’9” 0’5” 

412’22 - 413’10” 1’72 

413’10” - 415’8” 1’10” 

405124ll - fracture at 3’ to core axis; finely 

divided pyrite. 

cool, bands of glossy-bright conchoidal; minor partings 

of fine-grained sandstone. 

Coal, cannel fragments; conchoidal surfaces; light 

weight. 

Coaly shale, glossy-bright coal partings and streaks. 

Black shale, fine-grained; coal and pyrite in preferred 

partings at 75’-77’ to core axis. 

406'9$' - plant remains in parting. 

407’0”-407’22 - carbonaceous shale; coal localby. 

Shale, dark, with sandy and silty material. 

Sandstone and siltstone; interbedded; fine shaly partings, 
with coal traces; banding at 68’ and irregular; cross- 

bedding; breakage direction and bottom contact at 75’ 

to core axis. 

e, dark; silty bands at 75’ to core axis; variable. 

Shale, dark, very fine srained, more homogeneous than 

above; partings at 75 to core axis. 

Coa!, cannel, banded at 770 to core axis; fracture at 

7 to core axis. 

Shale, dark, banded at 75’ to core axis with narrow 

silty bands. 

Lost core in run from 406’ - 416’. 
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415’8” - 416172 0l11$.il 

416x7$” _ 418r4?,” 1’9” 

418’4:” - 420’5” 2’()$n 

42W5” - 422’0” 1’7” 

422’0” - 423’5” 1’5” 

Black shale, fine-grained, brown streaks, gypsum 

crystals; partings, minor silty bands at 75 to core 

axis. 

Coal, with minor partings. 

416’76”-417’4” - coal, mainly steely-bright, with 

minor glossy-bright, duller, and metallic-bright 

granular bands at 75”-77” to core axis; pyrite 

locally; main fracture parallel to core. 

Sample 604 416’72 - 417’4” ,I,?,!1 

417’4%417’7&” - parting, brown sandstone with 

” finer mineral matter in it; with specks and patches 

and irregular, impure bands of coal at 75O to core 

axis; pyrite scale. 

417’4”-41 ,r4$1 - contact phase of coal and sandstone; 

isolated mineral grains in network of coal; tree 

growth rings in glossy-bright coal; fracture at 75O 

to core axis, with inert white scale. 

417’7+418r3$1 - coal, mainly steely-bright and 

dul! coal with plant tissue structures, partly glossy- 

bright conchoidal, banded at 73’-770 to core axis; 

ground core locally. 

Sample 606 417’75” - 418’32 0’8” 

418’3~‘-418’4” - black shale, slightly carbonaceous, 

with thin glossy-bright conchoidal band. 

418’4”-418’4$” - coal fragments, ground and 

shattered core remains; glossy-bright, steely-bright 

banded, rectangular fragments, minor shale. 

Lost core., coal indicated .by densilog. 

Lost core, probably not coal. 

Shale, dark, carbonaceous, with minor coal layers and 

lenses;&ant remains locally; irregular partings at 75O 

and 60 to core axis. 

423’0-423’5” - fragmented and shattered core. 
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4231511 _ 42412;11 0x99 Sandstone, shaly; light-grey, variably finer end coarser 

grained; dark shale bands with plant remains locally; 

carbonaceous and with coal traces locally; no regular 

banding, but some at 60’ and 75’ to core axis. 

424’2+ 429’2” 4’114” Shale, dark-grey, fine-grained, massive; gypsum crystals; 

fine fractures at 76O-78’ to core axis; banding 

locally. 

425’3~p - thin band at 68O to core axis. 

425’7” - thin band at 73’ to core axis. 

426’0” - carbonaceous fracture at 73’ with pyrite 

scale; minor coal bands nearby. 

426’10”-427’5” - silty bands at 63’ to core axis and 

irregular patches. 

427’0” - rounded structures of light-colored shale. 

428’6” - preferred parting, curved. 

428’10”-429’2” - contact zone of irregular light-grey 

silty bands at 60’ to core axis interbedded with 

dark-grey shale. 

429’2” - 432’4” 3’2” Siltstone, light or dark depending on shale content; shiny 

blue-black carbonaceous or thin shale partings, with 

gypsum-like crystals; more shaly near bottom contact; 

banding at 68’ to core axis, variable. 

430’41’ - weak fracture at 38O to core axis, across 

banding at 68’ to core axis. 

430’109 - dark scale, plant remains. 

431’ 1 1;” - plant tissue structures. 

From 432’ - more shaly downhole. 

432’4” - 435’0” 2’8” Shale, dark-grey, fine-grained,with gypsum crystals; and 

minor lighter colored siltier lenses and bands at 67O- 

68O to core axis. 
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435'0" - 436’93’ 

43619p _ 439139 

439’32 - 439’4” 

439’4” -439’11” 

439’11” - 440102 

1’9kl 

2’6” 

434’0”~435’0” - black shale, almost massive, with 

preferred parting at 70° to core axis. 

434’0” - fracture at 23’ to core axis, across 

banding. 

435’0” - contact at 70’ to core axis. 

Sandstone and siltstone, with some shaly material. 

435’0”-436’0” - sandstone, dark-grey, fine-grained, 

impure; faint banding at 70’ to core axis; locally 

carbonaceous. 

4361OLQ&‘$~ _ siltstone, well banded at 70’ to 

core axis; carbonaceous partings; coal and plant 

remains locally. 

436’3” - thin lens of coal; plant remains. 

436’6” - carbonaceous scale in preferred parting. 

Shale, dark-brown, (light-brown str;ak),ofine-arained, 

homogeneous; fine partings at 70 , 74 , 76 to core 

axis; gypsum crystals; coal traces locally. 

438’9$’ - fracture changing angle from 30’ to 50’ to 

core axis,with pyrite scale. 

439’0” - parting at n” to core axis. 

Coal, band at 72O to core axis, mainly glossy-bright 

conchoidal; minor dull coal with plant tissue structures. 

C&, cannel, conchoidal fracture, matte surfaced light 

weight; minor bands of better grade coal at 70 to 

core axis; hairline silt layers locally. 

439’5” - wavy fracture at 15O-30° to core axis. 

439’99”-439’11” 
8 

- more coaly cannel, banded ai 

75 to core axis. 

Coaly black shale; coal bands and lenses at 75’-80’ to 

core axis. 
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Footage Interval Description 

448’19 - 448’5” 013?jl( 

448’5” - 450’119 2’6#’ 

Coal, fragments; steely-bright, finely banded at 70” to 

cOre axis. 

Lost core; gamma ray neutron log indicates coal. 

Contact zone; dark shale above; fine-grained sandstones 

below, fractured at 78’ to core axis; fractures not 

always continuous into shale. 

Sandstone series - variable; grains irregular, partly 

indistinct; numerous black grains as essential 

constituent even in clean lighter colored material; 

mica-like crystals locally. 

441’6~‘-443’10” - mainly finer grained darker,due 

both to thin shale bands at mainly 70’: locally 

distorted, and to greater proportion of shale in 

sandstone beds; minor coal locally, especially 

in or near shale. 

443’10”-445’5” - medium-grained; banding, d;e to 

variable argillaceous content, regular at 75 - 

80’ to core axis, but locally distorted; local thin 

shaly partings; minor coal locally. 

4.&jL44811$‘~ - massive sandstone; traces of banding, 

locally more definite 0 

446’8”-447’1” - banded section, more shaly; 

shale band at 447’0&” . 

Shale, dark-grey, (brown streak), ,calcareous; with 

minor siltstone bands at 70’ to core axis. 

Sandstone series, much as before. 

448’5”-450’1” - massive, but faintly banded at 67’ 

to core axis, locally carbonaceous. 

448’7” - plant remains. 

450’1”-450’119’ - banding variable, at 60°, 65’, 

70° to core axis, and locally distorted. 
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Footage Interval Description 

450’11$” - 456’9” 5’9$’ Shale 

450’1 lgL454’5”” - dark shales, lesser siltstones; 

. banded at 70’, then 67’, then 70°, to core axis. 

450’1 l$‘-451’44” - silty shale, dark-brown, with 

lighter colored, more silty bands. 

452’5#‘-452’10” - more silty material. 

45415+456’9” - 

at 70’; 

shale, more massive, zithzartings 

minor, more silty bands at 65 -70 to 

core axis. 

456’6” - fracture at 60’ to core axis with thin 

calcite veinlet. 

456’9” - 457’6” 0’9” Coaly black shale; variable, generally thin bands or 

lenses of coal, often glossy-bright conchoidal. 

@j6’9’L&6’9$-” .m interbedded medium-bright coal 

with rectangular fracture and thin shale layers,at 

70° to core axis. 

45(,‘9+$56’10~ - coaly shale; lenses of glossy- 

bright conchoidal coal with partings of dull coal. 

&@@L456’11~ .a mainly dul I coal; some bright 

and glossy-bright. 

456’11~-45710$’ - black shale, carbonaceous; 

little coal. 

457’2”-457’24” - coal band at 80’ to core axis, 

partly bright, with rectangular fracture. 

457’24”-457’3$11 - shale remnant. 

457’3$‘-457’4” - a” band of coal, fragments. 

457’4”-457’49 - coaly shale. 

457’4~-457’6” - coal, mainly medium bright, with 

lesser glossy-bright conchoidal; fracture system at 

30° to core axis; banding at 75’-770 to core axis. 
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Description 

457'6" -457'l'l?i" 

457’11$’ - 458’6$’ 

45aWl -458'8$' 

45w3p - 459'5" 

459'5" - ,,$ 

Coaly shale, brown, silty; glossy-bright conchoidal and 

bright coal lenses and bands at 65 to core axis; 

considerable pyrite locally. 

45716+4571811 - pyrite in breccia-like rock. 

457’10” - pyrite. 

457’10’1-457’1 lj-” - medium-bright coal, some shale, 

banded ‘at 70’ to core axis; faint fractures at 30’ 

to core axis. 

0'7" Lost core; neutron log indicates coal. 

0'2" Coal, alternating dull and bright with jesser glossy- 

Tight coal; finely banded at 70’ to core axis; minor 

silty shale with fine coal lenses; mainly fragments, 

some intact core. 

Shale, silty, dark-brown, fine-grained, coaly uphole. 

458’8$“-459’1”- main section with narrow coal lenses 

and bands at 670 to core axis. 

13’2$” 

459fl2$-11 - carbonaceous plant remains. 

Siltstone, light-colored with fine shaly partings; 

initially darker, and locally darker deBending on 

content of shale; weakly banded at 70 to core axis, 

with local distortion; little interstitial argillaceous 

material, and dark and light bands differ only 

slightly from each other in composition; locally 

carbonaceous; traces of coal. 

459’5”-461’7” - initial darker section, gradational 

from shale section above. 

468'0"-470'3" - darker, more shaly; stronger shale 

banding. 

470’8”-470’10” - unusual tear in rock. 
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Footage Interval Description 

472’72 - 478’5p 5’10” 

481’10” _ 483 14$1 1 I,$,, 

483’42 - 483’5” OIO$ll 

483’5” - 485’0” 1’7” 

485’0” _ 48613$1 , I,$! 

l 

Siltstone and shale, interbedded; siltstone prodominant; 

strongly banded at 70° to core axis, some irregular, 

and shale partly lens-like;carbon patches locally; 

trace plant tissue structures. 

476’11+47815~ _ stronger, closer, darker, shaly 

bands. 

Shale, silty, dark-brown, many partly irregular, siltier 

lenses, streaks and bands at about 70°-7.5O to core 

axis, variable. 

480’9~-481’1” ; lighter more silty band. 

Shale, dark-brown, light-brown streak; darker downhole, 

nearly black at lower contact; more homggeneous 

than above, with a few silty bands at 70 to core 

axis; blue-black partings at 65O-70’ to core axis. 

Coaly shale, glossy-bright conchoidal bands, one at 

lower contact. 

Lost core; gamma ray neutron log indicates coal. 

Coal. 

485’0”-485’3” - broken core, mixed glossy-brighot 

and steely-bright; mainly faintly banded at 65 

to core axis; fragments elongated rectangular, 

with plane and conchoidal faces; minor coaly 

shale. 

485’3”-486’1” - coal, mainly steely-bright, with 

bands at 74’-76’ to core axis of glossy-bright 

conchoidal and lesser dull coal; core fractures 

parallel to banding; two other fracture systems 

at 8” and 20’ to core axis, normal to each other, 

but not seen together; intact core. 

485’3”-485’9” - fracture system at 8” to core 

axis. 

485’3-+485’4” - 9 band of coaly shale. 

485’9”-486’1” - fracture system at 20’ to core 

axis. 
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Footage Interval Description 

486’39 - 486’5” ()Il~II 

486’5” - 487’9” 1’4” 

487’9” _ 488’5?2” Or@! 

486’1”-486’2” - broken core, including banded coal, 

with glossy-bright conchoidal; mixed steely-bright 

and dul I, dark-brown coaly shale. 

486’2”-486’3” - steely-bright banded coal; intact 

core. 

486’3”-486’39 - shaly coal; alternating bands of 

glossy-bright conchoidal coal and fine-grained, 

dull, shale and coal mixed. 

Sample 610 485’0” - 486’34” 1’34” 

Coaly shale, brown; upper contact a coal band at 73’ to 

core axis; lower contact a carbonaceous parting at 63O 

to core axis. 

Siltstone, darker and more shaly near downhole contact; 

irregular shale partings at 65’-70° to core axis; minor 

coal lenses and patches locally. 

Shale, silty, gradational from siltstone above; darker 

towards downhole contact. 

488’5$’ - narrow coal lenses. 

Sample 611 486’3$” - 488’52’ 2’2” 

Coal. 

488’5+488r6q~r - broken core, mainly bright coal 

with glossy-bright. conchoidal and dull coal bands 

at72 . 

488162 - $‘I parting of siltstone and coal at 70’ to 

core axis; pyrite. 

488’6+488’7” - band of steely-bright rectangular 

coal with some glossy-bright conchoidal at 70’ 

to core axis; fine shale partings. 

488’7”-489’04” - banded glossy-bright conchoidal, 

bright and dull coals, fracturing at 17’ to core 

axis, and across banding at 72O to core axis. 

488’10” - thin partings. 

Sample 612 488’59 - 489’09 0’7” 
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Footage 

490’7” - 490’8P 

490’82 - 497’4” 

497%” - 500’8” 

500’8” -501’11” 

Interval, Description 

0’1 l$‘. Lost core; gamma ray neutron log indicates coal. 

0’1” Coaly shale, dark-grey shale; thin bands and lenses of 

coal. 

0’3” 

0’3” 

Shale, dark, gradational from above; minor coal. 

Coal, mainly bright rectangular with glossy conchoidal 

bands; duller coal locally, especially near uphole 

and downhole contacts; fracture system at 23O to 

core axis; core partly broken. 

(yl$ll s, dark; several coal lenses, one at 80’ to core 

axis. 

6’731 Sandstone, light-colored; mainly felsic, some black 

-es; many darker layers and fine shaly partings 

at 70’ to core axis. 
, 

490’11 PI-491 ‘2” - darker, more shaly. 

496’8”-496’114” - brown shale and siltstone, curved 

bands about 70° to core axis. 

3’4” Sandstone-siltstone-shale series; interbedded partly cross- 

bedded sandstones,. siltstones and more regular shale 

bands at 70’ to core axis; some variation between 65’- 

75O to core axis. 

499’10+500’8” - radiating white lines, not fractures 

but drilling scratches. 

500’6p-500’8” - sandstone, fine-grained; with 

pyrite blebs in band at 80° to core. axis; fracture 

at 15O to core axis, pyrite. 

1’3” Coal, intact core; one main fracture at 5’ to core axis 

-rough whole section. 

500’8” - thin coaly shale. 

500’8”-500’8$” - broken core; coaly shale and cannel 

coal. 
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Footage Interval Description 

500’8+500’10&” - cannel coal and dull coal, 

mixed, with bands of bright and glossy-bright 

conchoidal coal. 

500’8$’ - narrow band of bright coal, rectangular 

fracture. 

500’9k’ - band of glossy-bright conchoidal coal, 

irregular shape. 

500’10+501’9” - mainly medium-bright with bands 

of dull coal; several bands of glossy-bright 

conchoidal at 75’ to core axis. 

501’9”-501’11” - good bright rectangularly-fracturing 

coal, thin bands of glossy-bright conchoidal. 

501’11” - finely banded bright and dull coal. 

Sample 614 500’8” - 501’11” 1’3” 

5Yf’ll” _ 503’82 1 r9$” Black shale, coaly at top; plant remains; partings at 70° 

to core axis; friable. 

5~1@ll _ ,50319&11 oil 81 “Mud Seam”, fracture with light-grey clay with irregular 

platyshale fragments. 

5W??~ - ‘505’3” 1 I,$ll Shale, dark-brown, locally silty; plant remains locally; 

lacal coal traces. 

503’9+’ - parting with smooth carbonaceous scale. 

504’3” - plant remains in break at 65’ to core axis. 

504’6” - thin band of glossy-bright conchoidal coal 

at 75O to core axis with remnants of another just 

downhole. 

505’3” - 505’7” 0’4” Siltstone, shaly, dark-brown, fine-grained; traces of 

-&$ tough. 

5%%‘7” End of Hole. 

Notei Water level at 12 feet. 
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294' 0" - 294'11" 

305' 0" -306' 0" 

306' 11" -307' 0" 

335' 4" -316' 0" 

321' 4" -322' 0" 

322' 0" - 322' 2" 

360' 11" -362' 0" 

369' 7" - 371' 0" 

372' 4" - 372'7$' 

~$05 7" - 406' 0" 

'413' 10" -415' 8" 

4.38' 42 - 422' 0" 

&gJ' 1" -441' 2" 

457~11~ - 458'62 

'483' 5" -485' 0" 

4891 I-@ -490' 0" 

Lost Core 
From drill run 

294'0" - 300'0" 

300'0" - 306'0" 

306'0" - 307'0" 

307'0" -316'0" 

316'0" - 322'0" 

322'0" - 326'0" 

355'1" - 362'0" 

362'0" - 371'0" 

371'0" -376'0" 

396'0" - 406'0" 

406'0" - 416'0" 

416'0" - 426'0" 

436'0" - 446'0" 

456'0" - 466'0" 

476'0" - 485'0" 

485'0" - 490'0" 

Core Recovery = 92% - 
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